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Ron Ross succumbed to the coronavirus on March 23, 
2020, at a hospital in Boca Raton, Florida. His obituary 

appears on page 4. 
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William Miley passed away peacefully, surrounded by his 

loved ones, on February 7, 2020, at his residence. His 
obituary appears on page 5. 
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RON ROSS 
1932-2020 

 
An ex-athlete and a writer who left a lasting impact on 
the boxing community, Ron Ross died March 23 after 
contracting coronavirus. He was 87. 
 
A member of the Florida Boxing Hall of Fame, Ross 
and his wife, Susan, spent the past 20 years splitting 
time between Boca Raton and Oceanside, New York. 
 
Growing up in Brooklyn, Ross quickly immersed 
himself in the world of boxing and eventually worked as 
fighter, manager, promoter and author. Although he 
had real estate career that spanned 40 years, his 
passion was writing colorful stories centered around 
boxing and the Jewish immigrant community. 

 
He published his first novel in 1993, “Tomato Can,” a slang term 
for a fighter who’s considered an easy opponent for established 
boxers. Ross continued delving into the boxing world, later 
penning the biographical “Bummy Davis vs. Murder, Inc.: The 
Rise and Fall of the Jewish Mafia and an Ill-Fated Prizefighter" 
and “Nine...Ten...and Out! The Two Worlds of Emile Griffith.” The 
film rights for both stories have been purchased by studios. 
 
“Ron was an inspiring individual who impacted many people with 
his magnificent writings or his fascinating stories,” Florida Boxing 
Hall of Fame vice president Steve Canton said. “He was involved in the sport of boxing most of his life and 
was a terrific role model. "Ron will be sorely missed and his memory and legacy never forgotten. I was 
fortunate to have called him a friend for many years. He was truly special.” 
 
A member of the Boxing Writers Association of America, Ross authored seven books, including a pair of 
children’s stories. 
 
Over the past two decades, Ross and his wife were snowbirds, enjoying the South Florida climate from 
October to May. Married for 58 years, Ron and Susan would relax at The Polo Club of Boca Raton, “eating 
all their meals together,” said his daughter, Lisa Ross. The couple stayed physically active, frequently 
exercising together. 
 
“Up until a few months ago, he was doing like 50 sit-ups and 50 push-ups each day," Lisa said, adding he 
would also use the speed bag at the club. 
 
“He was one of the most honest, loyal, generous — very family-oriented," Lisa said. “[He] worshiped his wife 
and she worshiped him. Very funny. He had a great sense of humor. He was quiet, but when he did talk, he 
had something very funny to say.” 
 
Ron, who battled Parkinson’s Disease, developed a fever on March 20 and was transported by paramedics 
to Delray Medical Center. Suffering from fatigue, his condition deteriorated and he was later moved to the 
ICU before passing away on March 23. Lisa Ross believed her father may have had another infection at the 
time as well. 
 
Ron is survived by his wife Susan, and his two daughters, Lisa and Wendy. 
 

By Wells Dusenbury, South Florida Sun Sentinel April 15, 2020  

(PHOTOS: Ron and Susan Ross/D.S. Cogswell - Ron and Emile Griffith/Lisa Ross) 
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William “Bill” Miley 
1934 - 2020 

William “Bill” Miley of Burton, MI, age 85, passed away peacefully, 
surrounded by his loved ones, on Friday, February 7, 2020, at his 
residence.  Bill was born William Martin Miley on August 21, 1934, to 
the late Elbert Edward and Neta Alice (Burgess) Miley in Gibson, 
Missouri. Bill attended Flint area schools and graduated from Flint 
Northern High School in 1952 and shortly after enlisted in the United 
States Air Force, where he served his country during the Korean War 
era from 1953 to1957. After leaving active military service, he was 
employed by the United States Postal Service and was very happily 
employed as a mail carrier until his retirement. A large part of Bill’s life was his great love for 
the sport of Boxing. Bill was very active in amateur boxing in his teens and won the Flint 
Golden Gloves championship in the middleweight division. After leaving the Air Force, Bill 
began what became his lifelong hobby, boxing record keeping. He amassed a very large 
collection of records, both historical and current, and eventually published a monthly 
publication called the Midwest Boxing News which had subscribers throughout the world. He 
also published an annual book of boxing records called the American Boxing Record Book that 
was called in national boxing magazines the best amateur boxing record publication to date. 
Hundreds of copies of the book were sold throughout the world each year and are still widely 
collected by boxing enthusiasts. Bill was active in many other areas of boxing as well. For 
many years he worked as a fight judge throughout the United States, including serving as one 
of the judges of an international championship fight in Thailand. He arranged boxing matches 
and frequently assisted other boxing matchmakers and boxing managers in finding appropriate 
fighters to set up matches with. Bill was employed as a State of Michigan Athletic Inspector for 
a number of years, working both boxing and professional wrestling matches. For a number of 
years, he arranged boxing matches at Soaring Eagle Casino and Resort in Mt. Pleasant. Until 
recently, Bill was working on creating a database of boxing matches in the state of Michigan 
going back over a hundred and fifty years. Bill was an active member of St. John Catholic 
Church in Davison for many years, serving on the church council and the annual festival for 
some time. He was a proud member of the Knights of Columbus (3rd and 4th degrees) and 
served as Faithful Navigator, among other offices. His greatest source of happiness was his 
family, which was truly the light of his life. He loved his children and grandchildren deeply and 
was a source of strength and inspiration to all of them. He enjoyed traveling throughout the 
United States and Canada. Bill was a self-educated man and an avid reader of mystery novels 
as well as historical and biographical nonfiction. Bill is survived by his loving wife of 14 years, 
Marjean Dolan Miley; loving children and stepchildren; Marie (Kevin) Russell, Karen (Tom) 
West, Deborah (Jim) Perez, Howard (Carolyn) Field, Gary Field, Steven (Carrie) Field, Michele 
Dolan, Julie French, Lora (Tom) Birge, and William (Sheryl) Dolan; daughter-in-law, Kathy 
Dolan; son-in-law, Rick Munoz; 27 grandchildren; 41 great-grandchildren; siblings, Joyce 
Knuth, David “Doug” Miley, and Shirley Stoneman. He was preceded in death by his parents; 
his wife of 31 years, Barbara Jean Gonyea Field Miley; two daughters, Beth Ann Saviano and 
Susan Kay Munoz; two stepsons, Michael Dolan and Daniel Dolan; granddaughter; Alison 
Saviano; siblings, Arletta Burgess, Loretta Gillam, Betty Morrissey, and Elbert “Bud” Miley. 
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MEMBER FORUM 
 
Tommy Campbell 
Hello, My friend, Phil S. Dixon, co-founder of the Negro Leagues Baseball Museum in Kansas City, MO, 
and award-winning baseball author, is endeavoring to complete his book on Kansas City, Kansas top-
ranked lightweight Tommy Campbell, "The Chocolate Ice Cube", by year's end.  Tommy's heyday was 
in the '40s and '50s.  He agreed to throw a couple of fights for the mob yet at the sound of the opening 
bell he proceeded to trounce his opponent on each occasion.  With his career over and his life in 
danger, Campbell became one of the first fighters to out the mob when he confessed to throwing a fight 
with Art Aragon.  Phil would like to hear from anyone who might have any info to share on Campbell, be 
it articles, photos, oral stories. And for anyone connected with BoxRec: Phil has corrections and 
additions for Tommy Campbell's amateur and pro records which he'd like to have verified and posted.  
Additionally, Phil has corrections and additions to share for his brother and cousin who were pro 
fighters.  Also, Phil is interested in obtaining a 
quality photo from the Tommy Campbell - Art 
Aragon fight. Enclosed herein is a second-
generation copy of the photo, courtesy of Dan 
Cuoco. You can respond directly to Phil 
at:  philsdixon@aol.com or at cell 816-922-
0680.  if you reach out to Phil directly, please 
copy me. 
 
Thanks! 
 
Eric Thompson 
IBRO Member 
Kansas City, MO 
etmusc@aol.com 
 
Madison Square Garden Research 
I'm Steve Farhood, boxing broadcaster for Showtime and former editor of "The Ring." I have the utmost 
respect for your organization. Is there anyone with IBRO who would be interested in helping me with 
some research regarding boxing at Madison Square Garden? If so, please have him or her email me.  
 
Much appreciated. 
 
Seve Farhood @ ringeditor@aol.com 
 

 
New Jersey Boxing Hall of Fame Announcement 
As the President of the New Jersey Boxing Hall of Fame I am proud to announce that on Thursday, 
November 12, 2020, the New Jersey Boxing Hall of Fame will hold its 51th Annual Induction & Award at 
the beautiful Venetian, located at 546 River Drive, Garfield, New Jersey starting at 6:45 P.M.  Tickets 
are priced at ONLY $90 ($95 for the use of a Credit Card) $100 at the door per person. Fourteen (14) of 
Boxing’s finest will be inducted in the New Jersey Boxing Hall of Fame, and they are as follows: Freddy 
Curiel – David Franciosi – Kevin Howard - Allen Huggins – Patricia Morse Jarman - Ed Keenan -  
John McKaie – Wali Moses - Wali Muhammad - Ed Mulholland – Bob Rooney Jr.  - David Toledo.  
POSTHUMOUSLY: Madame Bey - Johnny Bos.  Also, the NEW JERSEY BOXING HALL OF FAME 
will be honoring our Senior Amateur, Junior Olympic Amateur & Pro Boxer of the Year as well as the 
Amateur Official & Coach of the Year Plus our “2020 Man of the Year."  We are scheduled to have our 
Induction and award ceremonies on Thursday, November 12, 2020, but with the virus we will just have 
to hope and Pray we do!     
 
Henry Hascup. 
President, NJBHOF 
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The Florida Boxing Hall of Fame Announcement  
Due to the Covid-19 virus, we have rescheduled our induction weekend to Friday, Saturday, Sunday, 
August 21-23, 2020.  Everything else will be the same, we were fortunate that the hotel was able to 
accommodate us.   
 
The Ring 4 Boxing Hall of Fame Announcement  
The Ring 4 Boxing Hall of Fame announced that due to the coronavirus pandemic its 73rd annual 
induction dinner has been rescheduled to August 2, 2020. All other information will remain as stated on 
the banquet ticket. If there should be further orders to postpone this event, immediate notification will be 
announced.  
 
The New York State Boxing Hall of Fame Announcement  
The New York State Boxing Hall of Fame (NYSBHOF) announced that its ninth annual induction dinner 
has been rescheduled due to the coronavirus pandemic to September 20, 2020, at Russo’s On The 
Bay in Howard Beach, New York. Money already collected for tickets and journal ads may be used for 
the Sept. 20th event or returned in full upon request at point of purchase. 
 
The International Boxing Hall of Fame Announcement  
The International Boxing Hall of Fame and Museum has announced that due to the coronavirus, the 
2020 Hall of Fame Weekend is canceled and both the 2020 and 2021 classes will be enshrined 
together on June 10-13, 2021. 
 
The Nevada Boxing Hall of Fame Announcement  
The Nevada Boxing Hall of Fame has announced the postponement of its 2020 induction weekend until 
the summer of 2021. The severity of the health crisis due to the Covid-19 pandemic caused the 
President and CEO of Nevada Boxing Hall of Fame (NVBHOF) Michelle Corrales-Lewis to make the 
official announcement. The 2020 Class of Inductees will be augmented by additional names comprising 
the 2021 Class, and both will be celebrated in the most spectacular event in NVBHOF’s history next 
summer. 

 
 

MEMBER PROFILES 
 

Cliff Rold 
Cliff Rold is a managing editor at Boxing Scene and a contributor since 2007 with a deep appreciation 
for, and ever evolving understanding of, the history of the sweet science. His work has also appeared in 
Ring Magazine and online at Fox Sports. He is a member of the the Boxing Writers Association of 
America and a founding member of the Transnational Boxing Rankings Board. 
 
James Kinney 
I have been a long-time avid boxing fan of the sweet science since the golden era of the late 1960s. 
Since the 1980’s I have been involved in the sport first at a short attempt at boxing at the Yonkers, NY 
PAL, then, becoming a ring man by setting up the boxing ring for professional and amateur events; 
amateur official, amateur boxing reporter for TruFanBoxing.com and now Professional Boxing Judge 
since 2014. Through it all; the history, the boxing community and the insider’s perspective holds a 
special place in my heart and spirit. I hope to carry on the great work of my predecessors who have 
kept the history of boxing alive for all to know and learn.  (James joined the IBRO January 9, 2019). 
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Joe Calzaghe:  The Pride of Newbridge 
 
 
 “Come on, Joe, let’s go for a run.”   
 
 Enzo Calzaghe had no quit in him, and he wanted none in his son.  By the estimate of the 
younger half, though, it was cold and “pissing down rain.”   Joe was 15, and if he was going to brave 
that slop, it would take more than this.     
 
 “All right, if you don’t want, but I’m going myself, anyway.” 
 
 Minutes later, they were both on the road.  When they got back, they were drenched.  And 
each man was made of slightly sterner stuff for the effort.     
 
 

Enzo 
 

From the start, the friend, mentor, quarrelsome foe, and guiding paternal star of Joe Calzaghe’s 
life was Enzo – Pietro Vincenzo Calzaghe - a 5’6 fount of life and song who gave Joe his first gloves 
when he was eight and steered him right, in the ring and out, for as long as he lived.     

 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Born on New Year’s Day, 1949, in the rural village of Bancali on the island of Sardinia, Enzo 

spent much of his childhood in the unwelcoming post-war environs of the UK.  (Not many kids, he said, 
know what it is to be called a filthy Italian bastard at the age of five.)  Caught up there in an abusive 
public school system, he found his first real passion in European football; soon after the family 
returned to Sardinia, he left school for good at age twelve.  During the mid-60s flourish of popular rock, 
Enzo took strongly to the bass guitar.  One night, pushed literally into a spotlight solo by his uncle when 
they were on stage together in Italy, he got a taste of stardom that would never leave him.   

 
A few years later, his Italian draft service ended, he was roaming Europe, hustling, bartering, 

“busking” with his six-string to get whatever eats and mood-lifts were available.  In time, he headed to 
Bournemouth on the English South Coast.  While Enzo had kin there, the reunion was not all he had 
hoped.  Soon after he was traveling with his friend Phil, a rough-hewn sort who had taken his side in a 
parking lot dust-up where Enzo had been outnumbered.   
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With time running on his travel visa, Enzo went back to the Bournemouth Double-O-Egg where 
he had worked awhile, and got back his shift (“They obviously didn’t work out I’d been sticking my 
fingers in the till”), putting aside a few quid to see a little more of England.  When the time came, Phil 
took him to the Southampton train station, telling him on the way about his own good times in Cardiff.  
When they arrived they heard the call for a train headed there, and impulse – destiny, it seems now – 
pulled in that direction.   

 
This Welsh town, at first, was none too welcoming – Phil scored lodging at the Salvation Army 

outlet, but Enzo had to settle for a few nights in a kiosk “phone box.”  Rousted by local constables, he 
took refuge under a bridge at Tiger Bay.  Cold and tired, he just wanted now to get money for a return 
to Italy.   

 
He and Phil sat one day at an eatery looking at local job ads and took out after one, only to be 

pointed toward a Wimpy’s outlet that might do them better.  They walked through the café door and 
in seconds, the rest of Enzo’s life began.   

 
“It was like a thunderbolt. From the second I saw this amazing-looking girl pouring coffee, I 

knew I had found everything I was looking for.  I had found my soulmate.  If that sounds mad, so be it.” 
 
The revelation was not shared, just yet.  Jackie, with “long hair right down to her backside, 

stunning features, and penciled-on eyebrows,” saw at first, in this forward redhead, a scruffy foreign 
type she had been warned about.  But soon the young strummer and Jackie – “bright, funny, sarcastic, 
full of gumption” – were in love.  While this union of young spirits would meet with some trials, and 
stretch to the breaking point a time or two, it would endure.  And now, during a nine-month stint in 
Sardinia, Jackie got pregnant with Joseph William, who would be the first of their three.  Soon after 
they returned to Jackie’s native UK, and Joe entered the world in London on March 23, 1972.   

 
 

Joe Calzaghe 
 

“I had done some boxing training as a kid,” Enzo would say, when Joe’s career was done, “but 
there was nothing to suggest from my genes that we would have a fighting prodigy on our hands.”  
Then again, while Enzo might not look like anybody’s heavyweight champion, he was sired by Giuseppe 
Calzaghe, a laborer with hands big as shovels who carted sacks of cement like they were tote bags at 
sites where he inspired awe in the men around him.   

 
If there were a single word, said Enzo, to describe his son in action, it was 

magic.  At around eight Joe caught fire with the sport, thrilling to fight action and the 
Rocky films and shadow-boxing at times like he was obsessed.  Soon Enzo was getting 
him gloves, and rolling up a carpet for a punching bag.  He would wrap tea-towels 
around his own hands and use them to spar.  In time, the living room scrapes got 
heated, and the older one would say, “All right, maybe we should go outside and 
make it a street fight!”  But quickly they were at it again.  Enzo could see something in 
his son that made the bruises worth it.  Meanwhile, the kid who got pushed around at 
school was learning how to make bullying more expensive for those wanting to try it.    
 

By now Enzo and Jackie had set up house in Wales.  Enzo had never been a trainer, but he had a 
great eye for fighters and their moves, and he and his son had a chemistry – not entirely friendly, yet in 
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the end a perfect working combination.  Two missiles of haphazard energy, they would drive each 
other, in coming years, to the limit, and to the heights.  Enzo taught him the basics, and got Joe 
working early from odd and difficult angles, giving him nuances that would be useful down the line.  
When he took Joe to the Newbridge gym one day, coach Paul Williams thought he was already a 
veteran of open class competition.   

 
The gym was a narrow tin-sheet strip of a place with dank corners and no showers that could 

broil or freeze its inhabitants depending on the time of year.  But in this teeming little shack champions 
would be forged, Joe being the one everybody would remember.   

 
You wouldn’t have picked out Joe Calzaghe in his school yearbook as the toughest kid in his 

class, but soon it would be.  He was tireless, his lung capacity seemingly without limit.  When he began 
to compete, he could not bear to lose.  Limit, in fact, was something he refused to accept in any form.  
After winning a Welsh schoolboys’ title in 1985 at the age of 13, he was entered into an Amateur 
Boxing Association championship at 36kg.  It was hard for a Welsh lad to win a competition of this kind, 
and after eking out a win in the semi-finals, Joe was warned not to get his hopes up by the more 
experienced kids.   

 
“You’ll never win a British ABA title,” they said, “you can’t win in England.  They’re brilliant.”  

Such words might have folded another young athlete, but they triggered instead Joe’s audacity.  
Breaking from his corner in the championship round, he overwhelmed his favored opponent, stopping 
him in 35 seconds, the fastest bout of the evening.  (“Apart from winning the world title,” Joe would 
say, “I still regard it as my most satisfying moment in the ring.”)   

 
Lose he seldom did – he rang another ABA title in the junior division and qualified for a berth to 

the Gaelic Games in Nova Scotia that drew fighters from Canada, Wales, Ireland, and Scotland.  In with 
a prodigious young hitter during the qualifiers, he took one to the side of the head that nearly stopped 
him yet roared back to win it inside the first round.  Trailing on points after taking an eight-count in the 
final, he stopped the other kid late in the third.    

 
But when working out at a local boxing club in Cwmbran early for the 1989 season Joe suffered 

an injury that would never entirely leave him.  After tossing a right hand one afternoon in a sparring 
session, he felt pain in his wrist “as if a knife had been put through it”.  After getting the joint X-rayed 
at Royal Gwent Hospital in Newport, he was told by the doctor that damage to key membrane tissue 
had brought his fighting career to an end.  Yet time, willpower, and makeshift cushioning kept that 
career intact.     
 

*     *     *     *     * 
 
By 1990 Joe was getting his full growth, going upward of six feet though he could still boil off 

enough juice to make the “10 stone, seven” (147 pound) welterweight limit.  Entered into international 
competition, he met with mixed results, losing at age 17 to the eventual gold medal winner in the 
European championships.  He vowed that he would never lose again.   

 
Boxing became Enzo’s consuming purpose, and he was learning as he went, working with Joe 

and poring through every musty treatise on the fight game he could find.  By the time Joe was done, he 
would have ABA championships in the junior division, and three more, at 147, 156, and 165, in the 
open class.  But he would stay close to that last figure, retaining a fighting weight in the upper 160s 
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until the final year of his professional career.  Flat-muscled, he would look at times slat-thin alongside 
shorter mesomorph types, yet in that frame was an undying resilience. 
 

Joe’s greatest setback as an amateur occurred not in the ring, but in losing out on the chance to 
represent Wales in the 1992 Barcelona Olympics.  While he was, by all counts, the outstanding 
amateur at his weight in the UK, he displeased the decision-makers when the time came for a 
selection.  Nagged continually with fragile hands, he missed a key competition and with it the berth to 
Spain.  (“It was,” Joe would say years later, “the first time I saw my dad cry” over boxing.)     

 
 

A Fast Rise in the Pro Ranks 
 
 Joe won his third ABA title 1993 and turned pro at 21 that autumn on the first of October.  
Winning it in a hurry, he sawed through everything else in his path for more than a year in the small 
arenas of Cardiff, Newport and Walford.  In February of 1995, when he cut down visiting Indianapolis 
journeyman Frank Minton, a veteran of nearly 50 fights, he stood 9 – 0, all knockouts, seven coming in 
the first round.   
 
 Joe got a stiffer challenge five months later in Tyrone Jackson, a rugged number out of Atlanta 
whose 7 – 9 – 1 record belied the fact that he could bang hard and could walk through artillery fire.  It 
was a contrast of styles and attitudes, Tyrone shaking his head now and again when Joe caught him 
with a good one.  He flexed a grin, taunting the Welshman at the end of Round 1, and again in 2 and 3.  
In the fourth, Joe blistered him right and left, the referee stopping it with Jackson knocked loopy and 
still defiant.    
 
 

Onto the World Stage 
 
 That made it 12 – 0.  Two fights later Joe was vying for the vacant 
168-pound British title at Royal Albert Hall in Kensington against former 
Olympian Stephen Wilson.  A bronze medalist in Barcelona, the Scotsman 
was a much decorated amateur and 11 – 1 as a pro. 
 

It was an impressive performance from Calzaghe, edging Wilson in 
the early going and upping the rate until it was a pure drubbing that was 
called in the eighth round.  In April of 1995 he faced highly touted Mark 
Delaney, 21 – 0, in a contest of two unbeatens.  Despite the numbers, it was 
a mismatch from the opening minute, Joe cat-quick and agile and bidding 
good night to the challenger with a hail of leather in the fifth. 
 
 In May of 1996, Joe met up with Irish Pat Lawlor, a colorful figure who six years earlier had 
pulled off a split decision win over the great Wilfred Benitez.  The year following, moving nimbly 
against a thick-waisted Roberto Duran, Patrick hit another fistic lottery when he caught the 40-ish 
Panamanian with a right hand near the end of Round 6.  The blow landed on what seemed like an 
already gammy left shoulder, Roberto stooping and wincing.  The fight was stopped. 
  

This one, however, gave Lawlor scarcely a moment of good fortune.  Himself now a mite thick 
and moving in low gear, he had no answer to the Welshman, who cut through him like a hot razor.  
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Late in the second, with Lawlor wandering corner to corner amid a two-handed shellacking, the ref 
called it.   

 
Joe was now 19 for 19, all but one inside the distance.  His entrance into higher profile fights 

and bigger money was coming none too soon, since he and girlfriend Mandy had now been married 
about a year, with son Joe, Jr., a recent addition.  Three wins later he was matched with Chris Eubank, 
a former world belt holder with impressive reigns in the past seven years.   

 
Chris had won the WBO middleweight title by stopping the formidable Nigel Benn in 1990, 

taking the honors at super-middleweight a year later.  He defended the 168-pound title repeatedly 
until losing it in 1995 to Steve Collins, nearly regaining that belt In a rematch with Collins six months 
later.  Now, coming off two knockout wins, savvy and bull-strong, he was 45 – 2 – 2, a veteran of wars 
with the best in the game.  The vacant WBO title was on the line. 

 
 

Chris Eubank 
 

“And you are … ?”   
 
 The question from this grandly attired fellow at 
a London hotel, shortly before their fight, was a wry 
one.  It marked Joe’s introduction to the man he would 
be facing on October 11, 1997, in Sheffield.   
 
 Taking it in stride, Joe had a laugh.  But the 
handshake of Chris Eubank left no doubt as to the 
seriousness of the task ahead.  At the press conference 
the former champion made no bones about it.  This 
would be a battle. 
 
 “You have a good record,” he said to Joe when his turn came with the mic, “but you’ve never 
been into the trenches.  I’ve been there and that’s where I’m going to take you.”  The words were 
prophetic.   
 
 This fight taught Enzo, learning on the fly, that there was such a thing as over-analysis.  Worried 
about the disparity between the two fighters at world level, he explained, “I got a huge pile of VHS 
videos and watched [Eubank] religiously morning, noon, and night and even if I didn’t convey it to Joe, I 
was panicking a bit.”  The upshot of this crash course was that everything he and Joe did on fight day 
was out of rhythm.  They went to the ring with Joe underfed, out of sorts, and overworked on the 
warm-up pads, and his father beside himself.   
 
 At the opening bell, Eubank tried a surprise move, a right hand haymaker carrying disaster with 
it that missed by a whisker.  A minute later he did the same with a left, and Calzaghe electrified the 
crowd with a left of his own that caught Chris flat, sending him plummeting into the ropes.   
 

Picking himself up, the former champion smiled his acknowledgment, and they settled down 
until Joe caught fire late in the round, rallying again with both hands.  Eubank gave him a nod at the 
bell, realizing that the kid from Newbridge had come to fight.   
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As rounds passed, it was clear that Eubank wasn’t going anywhere, either.  He and Joe were 
headed onto new ground.  Joe, prior to this, had not been more than eight; now, at the pace he and 
Chris were setting, he was wearing down at the end of six.  Here and there Eubank shook him with 
right hands, Enzo giving his offspring a mad earful when he came back to his corner.   

 
Going into the ninth, Joe suffered cramps and dehydration.  Now, in these raw trenches, he saw 

the wisdom of all those extra hours of work in the gym, all the miles logged in freezing cold and 
sopping rain when Enzo would push the skinny kid, whom he loved beyond words, further than he 
thought he could go.  On he went, hitting the “wall” like an agonized runner, keeping his mitts in 
motion.   

 
In that round he shook Eubank with each hand.  A neat left in the tenth caught the Ghanan 

coming in, his gloves brushing the canvas, meriting an eight-count from ref Joe Cortez.  At the end of 
twelve, Chris had done what he’d promised.  Exhausted, his right eye a discolored shiner, Joe heard the 
sweet music of the scorecards – all three by a good margin in his favor.   
 

 
Reid, Sheika, and Mario Veit 

 
 After two homecoming title defenses in Cardiff, he faced his old nemesis Robin Reid, now 26 – 1 
– 1, in February of 1999 in Newcastle.  The two men bore each other a basic dislike, one that went back 
maybe to their gym skirmishes, and to Reid representing the UK in the ’92 Olympics.  Mainly, said Joe, 
it was about Reid’s refusal to give him a shot at the WBO title when Robin had it.  Add to which, the 
British slam-sheets had Reid running him down hard in their columns of late.  The press conferences 
got heated.   
 

Joe, by his own estimate, was subpar on this night, hampered by a weight loss of six pounds 
shortly before the fight and suffering a broken bone in his left hand mid-way through the action.  At 
the end of twelve, his trademark flurries had won him the fight despite right hands from Robin, now 
and again, that rocked him to his soles.  The final point spread was curious, two judges giving it to Joe 
116 – 112, and the third going with Robin by the same margin.    
 
 In June, plagued again with hand trouble, Joe went twelve again in lackluster fashion with 
personal mate Rick Thornberry.  He now faced a point of crisis when promoter Frank Warren insisted 
that it was time to end the partnership of father and son that had lasted some 20 years.  Enzo, thought 
Rick, had taken his son as far as his own limits allowed.  It was time to hand off the reins. 
 
 The partnership, in fact, was chaffing each man to the point where they no longer wanted to 
share the same gymnasium.  Enzo, on balance, with happy with life day to day.  He and Jackie were in a 
good place, and his younger fighters – by now Team Calzaghe sported young talents like Gavin Rees 
and Bradley Price – were thriving.  But he could not continue with Joe as things stood.   
 

Still, he was not prepared for a story by Colin Hart that ran in the UK Sun the morning of August 
4th:  “Joe Calzaghe,” announced Hart, “has sacked his father as trainer, just as he enters the most 
important phase of his career.”  He went on to describe the long-time association of Joe and Enzo from 
the day that the fighter had laced on his first gloves.  He noted Warren’s difficulty in facing the 
inevitable where father and son were concerned.   
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 Enzo was not upset with the scribe or the promoter, but with the way he was now getting the 
news, without his son telling him what was up, face to face.  He also did not appreciate taking the rap 
for Joe’s recent so-so outings.  The problem, he believed, was not that Joe needed new surroundings or 
new direction – rather the problem was Joe himself.     
 
 Days later Enzo was sweeping the gym floor when he heard the door creak and in came his son.   
 
 “Hi, Dad,” he said.  “Listen, don’t worry about all that stuff in the papers.  I don’t want to leave 
you as my coach, I just think it’s best if I bring in another trainer to work with as well.”  Enzo had his 
answer ready:  He was a father first and a trainer second, and whatever Joe wanted was OK.   
 

No more got said then, but a couple of days later, it all poured out, with Enzo doing most of the 
pouring.  The real trouble, said Enzo, aside from ongoing lack of communication, was not that their 
partnership had gone stale, or that his son needed someone to take him to a new level.  It was rather 
that Joe was fighting essentially like a champion, and not a challenger – fighting like a man who had 
everything he wanted and did not need more.   

 
While Joe didn’t like hearing it, soon things were on track.  But there was work to do.  By now, 

his hands aching, he had not sparred in the better part of a year.  Warren wanted to pair him with 
American Omar Sheika, a Palestinian kid out of New Jersey, 20 – 1 with bad news in each hand.   

 
Warren’s idea was to stage the fight on the 4th of July, which would add to its appeal on the US 

side.  Joe, at this point, had faced several opponents when he was sub-par, but Sheika was another 
story.   Though he wanted the fight, a nagging elbow problem, stemming from the chronic injury to his 
right wrist, persuaded him that the risk was too great.   
 
 It was not the first time they’d had this conversation, and Frank was done accommodating.  He 
reminded the fighter of Brits who got through their careers with similar problems and made do with 
what they had.  It was time, he said, for Calzaghe to decide whether he still belonged in the business.   
 
 Then came a welcome discovery:  Joe found soon afterward that quitting his rounds of golf near 
his home took away the pain.  He told Frank that he would fight, if it could be pushed back a month.  
So for the third time, the fight was reset, a deal being struck for August 12th at Wembley Conference 
Center.       
 

Ill will had been brewing between the two for some time.  Sheika, by now taking the Welshman 
for a coward, was swearing that he would kill Calzaghe when they met.  He had a bunch around him 
who rejoiced when he would put his fist, during a public workout, through a poster of Joe and repeat 
his vow.  At the weigh-in, the two fighters eyeball to eyeball, Omar’s boys were calling out like toughs 
on a Bowery street-corner that the Welshman was scared.  When Joe was making his walk, the 
challenger yelled down at him on the way.  He jawed at him at ring center and again as they traded last 
words while backing away to their corners. 

 
Up to now, Joe for the most part had held his piece.  But when the bell released him, ha made 

his statement, burning through the New Jersey challenger with shots that created a whole new 
dialogue.  In the fourth, upping the ante after a clash of heads stung each fighter, he jolted Sheika with 
a hellacious uppercut, the bell sending Omar to his corner with a cut above the left eye.   
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Now it was on, full bore – the American waded into Joe in the fifth, throwing shots, true to his 
word, that had homicide on them.  But the round turned into a showcase of Joe’s ability to one-up his 
opponents at times like this.  He rammed Sheika with his jab, adding a left hand from underneath and 
coming back with the hook, payback in every strike.  Omar was now cut over the right eye, his face a 
crimson catastrophe as Joe landed again with both hands, ref Gino Rodriguez calling it over his protest 
late in the round.  

     
*     *     *     *     * 

 
Joe dropped to the canvas in ecstasy, the weight of three unhappy outings lifted.  In April of 

2001, he defended against Mario Veit, a rangy 6’4 German with a record of 30 – 0.  On the face of it, 
Mario figured to be a handful.  But Joe had sensed that he was unsure of himself when he saw Mario 
sitting at ringside for the Sheika fight.  By the time they stepped into the ring at Cardiff’s International 
Arena, he could see he was right – the German fighter’s worry had turned to “pure, naked fear.” 
 
 Sensing that Veit would be unsure of himself when the bell rang, Joe came out winging.  Shots 
to the body had the challenger on the defensive.  A left hand clout on the face dropped him.  A 
duplicate left did the same, and one more sally, right and left, drove him into the ropes where referee 
Mark Nelson stopped it.   
 

Two fights later, in April of 2002, Joe faced a tough Yank in Charles Brewer, a savvy 6’1 veteran, 
37 – 8, who had been on the short end of a split decision with German IBF champion Sven Ottke in 
Magdeburg a couple of years earlier.  Like Joe, he was a southpaw, though converted to an orthodox 
stance.  At the end of twelve clean and hard-fought rounds, it was Calzaghe by a unanimous decision in 
what was arguably his best performance to date. 

 
 

The Hard Taste of Canvas 
 

The coming months brought three more challenges from the US, the most serious being Byron 
Mitchell, 25 – 2 – 1, a heavy-handed number out of Alabama.  A two-time WBA champion at 168, he 
numbered Frankie Liles and Julio Caesar Green among his knockout victims.  Like Brewer, he had 
suffered a split decision loss to Ottke, also on Sven’s home turf at Max Schmeling Halle in Nuremberg.   

 
Joe and Byron met on June 28th in Cardiff, the only fight that Calzaghe would have in 2003.  It 

represented, in the minds of some, the most dangerous task he had faced to date.  As it approached, 
said Enzo, “I was keen [that] Joe box, not fight or brawl on the inside and stand toe-to-toe,” but once 
the crowd got into his son, it was another story.   

 
The two men skirmished in the opening minute, inside and out, Mitchell getting home with a 

couple of bruising right hands to the body.  At about mid-way, Joe stung him with right and left, and 
two left hand wallops to the head had the American in a fog.  With a packed house at the International 
Arena in a frenzy, he went all out until the bell.   

 
Joe rose for the second round sensing a quick finish.  Hell broke loose when he reached the 

American with hefty shots to head and chin:  Mitchell responded with a wicked volley downstairs, and 
then – they didn’t call this dude The Slamma from ‘bama for nothing – he brought up a right hand on 
the chops that twisted Joe sideways, sending him to the floor for the first time in his life.  
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Up quickly, trying to digest it, Joe looked frantically to his dad and got back the same look.  

Suddenly it was Mitchell wanting to end it.  If anyone doubted that Calzaghe had the right stuff, now 
came a surefire answer.  Rising from his knee, he went back into the fire.   

 
There came a blasting exchange, Byron ripping him right and left to the body, and Joe firing 

back.  A blockbuster left caught Mitchell as he came forward, dropping him face-first into the ropes, 
the Welsh crowd shaking the rafters.   He was up and ready for more, but Joe beat him to it.  A left 
hand had the American on his heels and wavering.  Another volley drove him into the ropes and 
referee Dave Parris called a halt just before the three-minute mark.    
 
 Three fights later Joe stopped Veit again – a better go than last, this one in front of a German 
audience.  But the result was similar.  He dropped Mario with a left hand in the fifth, stopping him with 
a shotgun assault in the opening minute of Round 6.  In September, after a twelve round decision win 
over Evans Ashira in Cardiff, he was 40 – 0 with a new challenge looming from across the water.    
 
 

Moment of Truth:  Jeff Lacy 
 

“A short mound of cannonballs,” someone once said when describing George Benton, a 
renowned trainer and one-time middleweight contender.  The biggest star emerging from the Sydney, 
Australia Olympic games of 2000 was a 165-pound fighter built along that same line. 

 
Jeff Lacy scored a knockout over his first opponent in the competition.  He decisioned the 

second before being outslicked by a veteran Russian in the quarter-finals.  But in that span of time he 
had made an impression.   Designed by nature for the paid ranks, he figured to go a long way.  

 
The US media went into gear:  Jeff, it was said, had registered on impact-sensitive machinery a 

punching power exceeding that of his teammates, including the ones at 178 and 200 and in the super-
heavyweight open.  He made his debut on April 2, 2001, in a televised bout in Columbus, Ohio, 
wrecking a fighter named Jerald Lowe with a left hand whack to the body in the first round.  A month 
later he blasted out 8 – 5 – 1 journeyman Tommy Attardo, dropping him in the second with a right 
hand and flattening him in scary fashion with a left.   

 
By November of 2003, “Left Hook” Lacy was making mincemeat of contenders.  He picked up 

several title straps, receiving his first world honors when he won a vacant IBF championship by 
knocking out Syd Vanderpool in Las Vegas.   

 
Two months later, Jeff scored a win in a bruising 12-rounder against Omar Sheika in Las Vegas.  

In August of 2005, he did what Joe had not done, putting away Robin Reid inside the distance.  Reid, 
hard as iron, had never been dropped until this night, when he went down four times.  Uppercuts from 
Lacy, left and right, floored him near the end of the seventh round, and a halt was declared in Robin’s 
corner where he sat dazed yet game, awaiting the bell for the eighth.    

 
In November of 2005, the American demolished tough veteran Scott Pemberton, 29 – 3 – 1, 

putting on a show that made him the # 1 super-middleweight in the eyes of nearly every scribe in the 
business.  A right hand dropped Pemberton late in the second round, and another right felled him like 
a busted mast on the high seas, the ref calling it just inside the bell.   
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*     *     *     *     * 

 
Jeff vs. Joe was a matchup that abounded in accusation from the time each man signed.  Lacy, 

said conservatives in the UK, was an over-amped Olympian yet to prove his worth.  “Stay at Home” Joe, 
said the other, was an overprotected Brit who had not seen what America really had to offer.  The 
Welshman, Jeff maintained, was a “slapper” whose comeuppance was due.     
 

This much-wanted collision had already been delayed, adding fuel to the Lacy side, when Joe 
suffered a broken hand against Evans Ashira in their Cardiff bout.  Sour words had followed. 

 
“Joe Calzaghe,” said Jeff’s promoter Gary Shaw, “is a disgrace.  I don’t believe this injury is 

legit.”  Joe, he insisted, had never wanted any part of his fighter.  “There are some fighters,” he added, 
“who are willing to fight anyone, any time, and there are fighters who just don’t fit in that warrior 
category.  Joe Calzaghe is one of the latter.”    

 
Now came a point of crisis.  When Joe re-injured his left wrist late in training, he was certain 

that the fight would be a mistake.  He told his dad he was backing out.  
 
There followed a frantic exchange, Joe insisting that he had no chance with Lacy, and Enzo 

saying that he had it all wrong.  And besides that, if Joe pulled out now, there would be no more 
chances.   

 
Even if it were true, Joe pleaded, he was not fit to go through with the fight.  “I can’t physically 

fight with one hand.  He’s too good.” 
 
“No, Joe, he isn’t.  Don’t think that.  He is made for you.  If you box the way you [can], he won’t 

be able to touch you.  You will out-box him and out-think him from the first round.  You will destroy 
him.  It will be the easiest fight you ever had.” 

 
“Are you serious?  Have you seen how hard he hits?  Did you see the Robin Reid fight?”   
 
“Are you serious?”, replied a dead certain father.  “Get your head out of your arse and wake up 

… He can’t touch you.  Jeff lacy is not even in your league.”   
 

*     *     *     *     * 
 
Since Lacy figures in each man’s memoir from the opening chapter, it is clear that this fight had 

special significance for father and son.  Jeff, at the time, was by far the most formidable of Joe’s 
American opponents, and this fight would be decisive in gauging what Joe was worth as a fighter.     

 
Watching Jeff manhandle Reid, Joe himself had gotten caught up in the frenzy.  Yet he put his 

faith now in Enzo’s judgment and went ahead with the final weeks in the camp.  Both father and son 
began to feel the rightness of what they were doing, win or lose and going for broke.  Through it all, 
Enzo never doubted the rightness of his course.  Having seen Jeff in action, he would say later, “I 
thought he was extremely limited, nothing more than a bully.” 

 Joe had reservations, but by fight night he shared his father’s conviction.  “Lacy,” he said, 
“could hit and he had a body on him … that made me get up in the morning.”  Wound tight in the late 
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stages of camp, he barely slept.  Yet at fight time, stepping out of his dressing room after a cold 
shower, he would recall, “I just felt invincible … it’s the only time I’ve ever felt this way.”   

 
They met in the wee hours, accommodating US television, at MEN Arena in Manchester.  While 

the venue might favor Joe, American media were spring-loaded for a Lacy win.   Jeff himself, while not 
a menacing type outside the ring, was in warrior mode, promising to wreak havoc.  He entered the ring 
with a street edge, black ballcap set backwards, a dark jaguar ready to leap.   

 
A moment of truth was fast coming.  Up to now, there had lingered the notion that Joe was a 

flashy fighter, but one who packed little power.  This tendency to tap and peck, in fact, had evolved in 
large part to save his hands the trauma.  But it was also something of a lure:  Essentially he was not a 
light-fisted fighter, but a cunningly erratic one, hard to figure yet able to deliver the goods when 
needed.  “I pick a point,” he would say late in his career, “at which to fire three or four rapid-fire shots, 
bah-bah-bah-bah, and these baffle opponents, and then boom, hit the guy with a harder punch, a big 
one.”  This time, he would get his weight on his shots, making every punch count.   

 
At the bell, they studied each other at a distance, Calzaghe finding the range a few times before 

they tussled in close.  What became obvious very quickly was that Joe was good at reading Jeff’s 
intentions, rocking and rolling with his every move.  In the opening minute, Lacy got home with a right 
hand to the body as Joe retreated.   Joe broke out of a clinch with a smart hook to body and head.   

 
At about the half-way point, there came a 

revelation.  Lacy drove him into the ropes with another 
right, and Calzaghe met it with a left uppercut that 
stunned Jeff, turning him all at once, like a lanced bull, 
into a sad piece of confusion.  Joe continued to score 
from angles Lacy did not expect with a speed he could 
not fathom.  What was more, he could manage on the 
inside, riveting the American downstairs, then stinging 
him again from the outside with each hand.   

 
In the final minute Lacy got home a right to the 

head and got back that same jarring left from 
underneath.  At the bell, Calzaghe paused, eyeing the 
American for a second, then raised his hands as a 
punctuation mark on a round that had just shaken Jeff 
Lacy and the boxing world.      

 
From that point there was no letup.  A sullen 

Lacy came trudging each round, looking for a chance to 
unload, yet beaten to the punch and confounded by 
every gesture that Joe gave him.   
 

By the end of five, Jeff was leaking like a bad faucet, blood seeping from his nose, hacked over 
each eye, flecks of red now hitting ringsiders when he took a shot upstairs.  (Gary Shaw sat shell-
shocked, in the words of one British commentator, as it continued, the sixth round ending with audible 
cracks on the challenger’s head.)    
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Near the end of the seventh, Joe rifled him with left hands that had third man Raul Caiz taking 
careful note.  Though Raul let it continue, the rest of the fight was a spreading landslide, a two-handed 
banging with Jeff taking it like an anvil.  The icing came in the twelfth, a hard left catching him as the 
fighters collided, the impact sending Lacy down for the first time in his career.   

 
At the end of that round, the scores (with Joe getting docked a point late in the fight for an 

infraction) read 119 – 108 twice and 119 – 105.  Joe still hadn’t fought in America, but he was now for 
real on each side of the Atlantic.   
 

*     *     *     *     * 
 

In October Joe went twelve rounds, again at the MEN arena, with Sakio Bika, a granite-hard 
Cameroon fighter out of Australia.    Bika had lost a chance to win the WBC title in a fight with Marcus 
Beyer in Germany when a head-butt opened a severe cut on Marcus that resulted in a technical draw.   

 
Grueling, now and again unseemly, it was a wrenching, bludgeoning event much of the way, a 

soiled anticlimax, at times, to the one at this venue seven months earlier.  The champion fared well in 
the early going with his pinpoint jab and straight left hand, but soon the tactics veered outside usual 
bounds.  A skull-ringing butt in the fourth round opened up Joe over the left eye.  Though Sakio missed 
some, a winging right hand counter, now and again, would make the champion wince when he recalled 
it.  Joe visited the canvas from a low blow in the twelfth, yet finished smartly and left no doubt as to 
the winner.     

 
While the fight is mentioned usually in passing in discussions of Calzaghe’s career, it was a 

tough go, in which the African showed that he was one of the most durable in the division.  He would 
fight on, his career spanning another eleven years, winning North American and Australasian titles, and 
managing victories in his last two fights at the age of 38.  In 44 bouts he was never stopped.  

 
 

Mikkel Kessler 
 
A bigger challenge now loomed for Joe, a neo-Viking named Mikkel Kessler, currently the WBA 

and WBO champion at 168.  A slick number out of Copenhagen, he had dynamite in each hand and 
stood now 39 – 0 with 29 wins inside the distance.   
 
 Offering fans a combined mark of 82 – 0, this was the greatest piece of matchmaking that 
Europe and all of boxing, maybe all of sport, had to offer.  Each man lived up to it.  As Joe made his 
entrance before 50,000 fans, Enzo thought back upon his days of busking and scavenging, saying to 
himself, “I used to sleep right outside this stadium in a phone box.”  Small wonder that he would recall 
this night as the pinnacle of all his time in the Sweet Science.     
 

From the opening gong, this one was fare for the sporting connoisseur.  Joe nicked the first 
round, seizing a bit more of the initiative.  Mikkel began to find his rhythm in the second, jolting the 
Welshman with a right hand.  He nailed him again, but good, in the third, and the Calzaghe drive kicked 
in, though the Dane was not giving an inch.  In the fourth, Kessler shook Joe again with right hands, 
uppercut and overhand, shots that might have felled another fighter. 
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On it went, close in the exchanges, 
Kessler’s power compensating for what he 
lacked in quantity.  By the ninth round, 
Joe’s output was unrelenting, and the 
scorecards were showing it.  Mikkel, nearly 
out of gas, managed to land with a few 
good swipes in Round 12.  The scorecards 
favored the native, 117 – 111 and 116 – 
112 twice.    
 

When it was done, the fighters 
exchanged congratulations on a fight that 
had been contested hard and clean from 
the opening bell.  There had been no 
vulgarity beforehand in the press conferences, and there was none after.   While the two would not 
meet again in the ring, each man went on to further success, Kessler ending his career a few years later 
with 46 wins in 49 contests.     

 
The year 2007 would mark a high point in the careers of both Joe and his father, with Enzo 

receiving, in recognition of his winning record with Joe, Gavin Rees, Nathan Cleverly, Bradley Pryce, 
Gary Lockett, and Enzo Maccarinelli, the BBC Sports Personality Coach of the Year Award.  He took 
home, in addition, the Ring magazine Trainer of the Year and the related Futch-Condon award, given 
out each year by the Boxing Writers Association of America.   

 
Meanwhile, weight was becoming an issue with Joe, who had lost by his own estimate some 36 

pounds in the 32 weeks preceding the bout with Mikkel.  He decided to fight at 175. 
 

 
America at Long Last – and Bernard Hopkins 

 
Not every great fighter arrives with fanfare on a media fast-track – no one imagined, when 

Bernard Humphrey Hopkins, Jr., was coming of age, that he was destined for anything but trouble.    
 

He grew up on the hard streets of Philadelphia in the Raymond Rosen housing projects, an area 
not long on Brotherly Love where he swam early in the city’s violent stream, committing muggings by 
the age of 13.  Before long he would bear the marks of three stab wounds, one nearly fatal.  At 17, with 
perhaps 30 arrests on his record, he was convicted of multiple felonies and sentenced to 18 years at 
Pennsylvania’s Graterford Prison.  While behind bars he rediscovered boxing, and one day, seeing a 
fellow inmate lose his life over a pack of cigarettes, he made up his mind to seek a way out of the 
system.  In later years he would attribute his remarkable self-discipline to the time at Graterford.    

 
Bernard entered into the pro scene with little notice, dropping a decision in a prelim fight his 

first time out.  He persevered, winning an array of titles at 160 and 168 pounds before moving to the 
light-heavyweight division.   In his later years he would continue to do amazing things, scoring wins 
over men like Oscar De la Hoya, Antonio Tarver, and Kelly Pavlik, finally calling it a day when he was 
stopped by young light-heavyweight Joe Smith, Jr., at nearly 52 years of age.  Known in his heyday as 
The Executioner, he would contribute a regular instructional column to The Ring on “Perfect 
Execution” as he took on the role of Professor Emeritus in the fight world.   
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Right now, in April of 2008, he was coming off an impressive win over Ronald “Winky” Wright, a 

left-handed trickster who had schooled some of the best in the business.  He and Joe signed to meet in 
Las Vegas, in Joe’s first fight in America.  The deal for the fight essentially had been sealed four months 
earlier, when Hopkins saw Joe and made a bee-line for him in the Media Room of the MGM Grand 
Hotel in that glittering desert oasis.   

 
While Bernard had come a long way in the world, he would always carry some of North Philly 

and Graterford inside him.  It came to the fore now as the two engaged face to face in a war of words.  
A sensational chord was struck when Hopkins, after starting away, wheeled and added, “I will never let 
a white boy beat me.”  Repeating it like a mantra, he added, as he headed off, “I will never lose to a 
white person.”     
 

*     *     *     *     * 
 
As Joe would say, when interviewed years later, 

this was the moment he knew he was going to fight in 
America, taking his career and his personal fortune to 
another level.  Bernard Hopkins had just done a savvy 
job of selling this scrap to the world.   

 
The drama continued in the same vein when 

they two men met during a press kickoff and Hopkins 
declared, to loud approval, that on fight night, “every 
red-blooded American is gonna be happy with the 
outcome …  I’m gonna be kickin’ this British ass.”   

 
Joe, by and large, was braced for what he got, and found Bernard amusing.  His dad, too, kept 

up a friendly appearance most of the way.  But shortly before the fight, he came unglued when 
Hopkins suggested that Enzo would be the source of his son’s downfall.  He would leave Joe in to take a 
beating, said Bernard, much as Felix Trinidad’s father had done seven years earlier against him when 
“Tito” was in trouble.    

 
As Enzo would admit, years later, this one hit a nerve.  “I never wanted Joe,” he said, “to feel I 

depended on him and people perceiving me that way was … one of my main insecurities.”  Years 
earlier, when Joe was on the way up, he had endured the slights of the press, which had him riding the 
wave of his son’s success when he did not merit the position he held in that camp.   

 
Right now, to make it worse, he was coming off losses for two of his men, Gavin Rees and Enzo 

Maccarinelli, whom he had taken to world titles.  Suddenly he flared, jabbing at Hopkins, telling him 
what he was in for, when he met Joe.  “I know how to beat you.  I’ve watched you, only once … on 
video.  That is all I needed to realize how to beat you.”   (After Enzo had let go of all that was in him, 
Bernard made the scene dissolve into laughter when he said, “I am more scared of him – I’m more 
afraid of him than Joe!”)   
 

So now, April 19, 2008, it was Show Time, American Style – and quite a show it was.  While Enzo 
thought Bernard would be easy to solve, father and son got an awakening in the first minute, when a 
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Hopkins right hand flush on the nose sent Calzaghe to the deck.  Joe recovered, and set himself to 
getting back the two-point deficit he would likely suffer for that spill.   

 
By the fourth round he was finding his rhythm and beating Hopkins to the punch, winning the 

contest of output, at least, even if he was getting tagged hard on occasion.  Repeatedly he scored with 
quick flurries, now and again landing a jarring left to the head, in and out before Bernard could even it 
up.  In large part it was Joe’s rallies, a tossed salad of pitter-pat with an occasional straight left or a 
right hook downstairs, offset by Hopkins’ right hand counters, one of which had Joe tottering and 
nearly on his tail late in Round 7.    

 
In the concluding rounds Joe came on strong, again with the busy fists, clawing his way into the 

lead, it seemed, even if not by a wide margin.  By the end he had registered 232 punches, more than 
anyone else had landed on Bernard during his long career.   

 
But Punch Stat, as any veteran observer knows, is an imperfect gauge of which man has fared 

better at the last knell.  While Enzo thought they had won, he knew it was close.  There was that 
knockdown in Round 1, and almost a repeat of it six rounds later.  And this was Las Vegas, not Cardiff.  
By the time Michael Buffer took the microphone, said the older Calzaghe, “I was bouncing around, a 
bundle of nervous energy.  It was a split decision, and heart in mouth time.“  Never had he felt this way 
at the end of one of Joe’s fights, lacking a gut sense of who would get the nod.   

 
Judge Adalaide Byrd, not always known for objectivity, and a fellow Philadelphian, saw it for 

Bernard 114 – 113.  The next card was 115 – 112 for Joe.  And the last one was 116 – 111 … “for your 
winner … by split decision … from Newbridge, Wales …” 

 
Hearing those words, Enzo lifted his son into the air.  Joe was now 45 – 0, and he had 

conquered the world stage.  There were few hills left to climb.    
 

 
Finale at the Garden:  Roy Jones, Jr. 

 
Maybe there was one.  Twelve years before Sydney, the Seoul Olympics in South Korea had 

shown the world a phenomenon – the kind that comes along, if fans are lucky, once in a decade.   
 
Touched, it seemed, by the gods, Roy Jones, Jr., would fly through that competition, then 

dominate a Korean opponent for three rounds only to find that he had won silver, not gold – a double-
take moment, even in a sport known for judging errors and occasional bald-faced robbery.  But Roy 
turned pro and hit the ground running in May of 1989, winning the 160-pound title four years later 
with a decision over Bernard Hopkins.  In November of 1994, he out-slicked fellow savant James Tony, 
unbeaten in 46 fights, to establish himself as the best man pound for pound in the business.     

 
Some began to think he was the best in any era.  While time, and late career losses, would fade 

his image in some quarters, he dominated the competition during his best years, turning bouts with 
ranking fighters from 160 to 175 pounds into lightning-fisted, comically one-sided displays. 
 

On March 1, 2003, he climbed way over his going weight to pull off a win over WBA 
heavyweight champion John Ruiz.  But spiking back down to 175, he had met with mixed results since – 
after a tougher than expected fight with Antonio Tarver, he was flattened by Antonio in two rounds six 
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months later.  In his last six fights, he was 3 – 3, suffering a knockout loss to Glen Johnson before losing 
on points to Tarver in their third fight.  Now, in the autumn of 2008, he was coming off three wins, 
most recently in a twelve round bout with Felix Trinidad.   

  
On November 8, 2008, Madison Square Garden brought together two immortal talents.  Roy 

insisted that he was back to his old form, and that Joe was not in his class.  He was now 39, and 
Calzaghe, though the press made less note of it, was himself 36.  Yet each man, on any given night, 
could work wonders, and the motivation factor made this something to see.   

 
In the first round, it looked like the older man was right, when Roy unleashed a right hand and 

Joe toppled.  In fact, though hidden from the view of referee Hubert Earle, this was a right hand 
coupled with a forearm that had Joe stunned and bleeding from the bridge of his nose.  But it got Roy 
off to a hot start. 

And it was the last time he would look like a winner this evening.   
 
In the second, Joe started to get the better of it, 

but for one counter right that caught him square.  At 
one point, he leaned into Roy, hands down, as if able 
all at once to anticipate anything Jones could do.  

 
What came next were possibly the best three 

minutes of Joe Calzaghe’s career.   He jabbed Roy, 
came back with the left and the hook, inside and out, 
head and body, suddenly owning the ring and 
everything in it – swamping Jones, as one 
commentator put it, from every angle.   

 
On this night Joe was a little of everything – a 

mix hectic and deliberate, prodding and pulling the old 
master into his signature dance.  Hands up, hands 
down, tap, tap, and then bang, he would sneak a left 
lead or knife into Roy’s flank with a right hand that 
seemed to shut down Jones’ own left as the fight 
continued.  In the last seconds of the third Roy tried a 
right hand and missed, then right again, and left, 
hitting nothing but air – the sheer reversal of a play in 
which he had long starred, casting him now as straight 
man for a savvier opponent.   
 

The next few rounds were craftily waged, but with Calzaghe edging it with his unflagging 
output.  It was always hard to hurt Joe as he got loose, starting to see and give a little with punches 
even when they caught him.  Late in Round 6, between Calzaghe flurries, Jones nailed him flush on the 
mouth with a right uppercut that might have been the hardest punch of the fight.  Joe was unfazed.   

 
On a good night, the Welshman never tired.  As this one wore on, it was Joe in bigger doses, a 

left hand in the seventh round slicing Roy, as he turned into it, over his left eye, and another left 
sending him into the ropes, blood showering half his face at the bell.     
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When the fight neared its close, Calzaghe pumped his legs like a high school yell leader, 

euphoric beyond containment as seconds ticked on the final minute of his career.  Jones, glad to be still 
on his feet, was ready for the clang that would send him to the dressing room.   

 
The point spread was enormous, a triumphal note on which to 

end a career that now tallied 46 – 0.  Joe retired from the ring and 
remained victorious in that further contest facing all fighters who leave 
at the top.  He entered into life’s wider domain and never looked back.   

 
In 2010, seven years after his son had been made a Member of 

the British Empire, Enzo joined him in the honor.  Now done with boxing, 
he returned to family life full time, with music still in his soul.   
 
 

“He Kicked My Arse 24/7” 
 
Music, in fact, had been the old man’s love prior to boxing, and it had taught him something 

about life in wider terms.  While he was never, by his own estimate, more than a down-home twanger, 
Enzo came to see that it was crucial, no matter the level of proficiency, what an artist carried inside 
him.  The Calzaghe boys had magnetism when they played to a live audience because they believed in 
what they were doing.  If you had that, said Enzo, you could hop onstage after the Beatles (par for the 
course in his formative years) and rock the crowd all over again.   

 
You needed something of this conviction, too, he maintained, in boxing, another avenue 

wherein faith, as the great Harvard sage William James always insisted, can be the wellspring of fact.  
Joe’s own style he saw as a kind of rhythmic composition.  “I could never understand,” Enzo remarked, 
“why kids were taught to throw one-two … on the bag.  I would get Joe to throw four, five, six … at a 
time … I always looked at boxing like music, the combinations were the verses and two punches were 
for the chorus, bang, bang … fight over.” 

 
On September 17, 2018, Joe suffered the deepest loss of his life when Enzo departed this world 

at the age of 69.  Life would never be the same.  But the old man had left behind quite a legacy. 
 
“He kicked my arse 24/7,” said Joe recently to Paul Zanon in a piece for the British Boxing 

Monthly, driving his son to be more than Joe ever imagined.  It was Enzo who started him on his 
voyage when he was nine, and Enzo who moved him to face the challenge of the dreaded Jeff Lacy, 
when Joe was at a low point, with words that still resonate in his heart:   

 
“This fight is going to put you to the next level.  This is what you’ve been waiting for all these 

years.  You can beat this guy [one-handed].  Don’t waste this opportunity … you have to fight and show 
the world how good you are.”   

*     *     *     *     * 
 
More than a decade later, Joe continues to make a graceful transition.  While he has interests 

outside boxing, his aptitude and skill set have him in demand within it as well.  “I’ve had a lot of world 
class fighters coming to me asking to manage and train them,” he told Zanon, “but I wasn’t in the right 
place a couple of years ago.”   
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More recently Joe has lent his support to efforts to curb bullying in the schools.  He has also 

spoken out about the problems that fighters, and athletes in general, often face with the letdown that 
comes with retirement from a starring role.  Meanwhile, the old Newbridge gymnasium has been 
upgraded to accommodate new business.  His sons Connor and Joe, Jr., are on board and entering into 
the game at a modest level.   

 
When it came time in 2014 for Joe to receive, on his first ballot, the ultimate honor of induction 

into the International Boxing Hall of Fame in Canastota, he and Enzo were overjoyed to make the trip.   
 
Yet Canastota, Joe says looking back now, was more for his father than for himself.  It has been 

hard since his father’s passing, he admits, yet Enzo’s undying love remains with the family – “Dad’s 
looking down … and making sure I keep the gym going in his memory.”   
                     
 
 

                                                
 
                                                       Enzo Calzaghe    1949 – 2018 
 
 
 Note:  Most of the quotes in this story have been taken from the autobiographical books Joe Calzaghe:  
No Ordinary Joe (Century Books, 2007, with Brian Doogan) and Enzo Calzaghe:  A Fighting Life (Great Northern, 
2012, with Michael Pearlman).   
 

Kelly Nicholson teaches philosophy and religious studies through the Center for Global Studies at 
Shantou University in southeast mainland China.  A former firefighter and amateur boxer as well as a Ring 
magazine correspondent, he has written four books on philosophy and two on boxing at the turn of the 
century.  In recent years the IBRO Journal has published his stories on Mickey Walker, Kid McCoy, Gene 
Tunney, Rocky Marciano, Carmen Basilio, Boone Kirkman, Roberto Duran, and Vasyl Lomachenko.    
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Remembering Dick DiVeronica 
(June 15, 2002, Updated April 17, 2020) 

By Dan Cuoco 

 

 Former world-rated welterweight contender 

and 2019 New York State Boxing Hall of Fame 

Inductee Dick DiVeronica died on April 16, 2020, 

at the age of 82. 

  

 He was born Ricardo DiVeronica on January 

26, 1938, in Kirkville, New York, and was a popular 

fighter who campaigned from 1958 until 1972, 

starting as a lightweight and ending his career as a 

middleweight. 

  

Dick was an outstanding student-athlete at 

Canastota Central High School where he excelled in football and wrestling. He earned a 

wrestling scholarship to Cornell University when he graduated from high school in 1955. 

But after a year at Cornell, he left school after being inspired watching hometown hero 

Carmen Basilio prepare for his first title fight with Sugar Ray Robinson, and decided on a 

boxing career. 

  

Dick’s amateur career was brief. It started and ended with the 1958 Adirondack 

A.A.U. tournament. He captured the novice lightweight title. 

  

Dick made his pro debut as a lightweight on April 23, 1958, in Syracuse, New York 

winning a four-round decision over Carl Schroeder. 

  

In the December 1958 issue of “The Ring” magazine, he was named lightweight 

prospect of the month. That same month Emile Griffith was named welterweight prospect 

of the month. 

  

DiVeronica went undefeated in his first eighteen bouts, capping off the string with 

an impressive ten-round decision over 25-year-old Tommy Tibbs on October 23, 1959. 

Tibbs was a veteran of over 100 professional fights including victories over Willie Pep, 

Lauro Salas and Lulu Perez while splitting with Larry Boardman, Paul Armstead, Harold 
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Gomes, and Ike Chestnut. Tibbs also went the distance in losing efforts to Carlos Ortiz, 

Len Matthews, and Frankie Ryff. 

  

On January 12, 1960, Dick lost his first professional fight in Buffalo, NY to 

Buffalo’s undefeated Jackie Donnelly. Donnelly, like DiVeronica, had turned professional 

in 1958 and was also undefeated in eighteen fights. Dick rebounded from his first defeat 

by winning decisions over Tommy Pacheco and then highly rated Jay Fullmer (younger 

brother of hall-of-famer Gene Fullmer) in his only nationally televised bout. However, he 

ended 1960 on a down note by losing his return match with Jackie Donnelly in New York.  

  

Dick started 1961 off by winning decisions over Tony Christie and Marcel Bizien 

and stopping Henry Hickman before back-to-back decision losses to Johnny Bizzarro and 

Fred Martinovich slowed his progress. 

  

However, less than three months after his loss to Martinovich Dick dramatically 

turned his career around with an upset seventh-round stoppage of highly regarded 

undefeated power-puncher Don Adamson, 14-0-1 (11), in Ogden, Utah.   

  

With a record of 24-4-0 (7) and victories over Tommy Tibbs, Jay Fullmer, Tony 

Christie, Marcel Bizien and Don Adamson, Dick was just beginning to make good progress 

in boxing when he was drafted into the U.S. Army on August 6, 1961. 

  

After basic training, Dick was assigned to the Seventh Army in West Germany 

where he was a boxing coach.  He had no fights while stationed in Germany although he 

did contact several European promoters, but nothing materialized. He was honorably 

discharged on August 15, 1963. 

  

After his discharge, he resumed his 

professional boxing career on February 11, 1964, by 

winning a majority decision over former national 

amateur champion, and fellow prospect, Pete Toro in 

an eight-round main event at New York’s Sunnyside 

Garden. He followed with decisions over Jimmy 

Meilleur, and Les Bagi in Syracuse, Tommy Garrison in 

New York at Madison Square Garden, stopped Al 

Sewell in five in Syracuse and outpointed Larry Wright 
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in Utica. 

  

Dick was inactive for 21 months after his victory over Larry Wright. His reputation 

as an aggressive, yet cagey warrior frightened off potential rivals. To support himself, he 

joined a construction crew on a full-time basis. 

 

When Dick was ready to return to the ring his managers Joe Netro and Johnny 

DeJohn sent him to Miami to regain his timing and refine his skills under the watchful 

eyes of trainers Angelo Dundee, and Izzy Klein. Dick trained almost daily with future 

hall-of-famer Luis Rodriquez and perennial middleweight and light-heavyweight contender 

Gomeo Brennan at Miami Beach’s famous 5th Street Gym. 

  

In his first ring action in 21 months, the extremely rusty DiVeronica gave away 10 

pounds to hard-hitting middleweight Herman (Scatterhawk) Dixon and suffered a 

shocking fourth-round knockout loss.  This was the only clean knockout defeat he was to 

suffer in 56 professional fights. 

  

The stunning knockout loss to Dixon didn’t destroy DiVeronica’s confidence. 

Although he never thought he would see the day he couldn’t finish a fight on his feet, he 

was determined to prove to everyone that the kayo defeat was an aberration. 

  

Three weeks to the day after his stunning defeat, DiVeronica avenged his loss to 

Dixon with a convincing seventh-round TKO. Showing no ill effects, Dick again gave away 

10 pounds and slashed his way to victory with hard overhand rights and thunderous body 

punches. DiVeronica took everything his heavier and taller opponent tossed at him 

without apparent effect while digging vicious left hooks to the body that eventually 

doubled up and retired the game Dixon in the seventh round. 

  

DiVeronica won four of his next five fights in Miami, avenging his only defeat to 

then-unbeaten junior middleweight Gordon Lott. His return victory over Lott snapped 

Lott’s unbeaten record at 20. His other victories were over well-respected veteran Peter 

Schmidt and prospects Grady Ponder (23-1-0) and Severo Balboa (21-1-0).  After the 

August 30th Balboa fight, Dick headed back home to Canastota. 

  

When 1967 got underway his record stood at an impressive 35-6-0 (9) and Boxing 

Illustrated Magazine had him ranked in their welterweight ratings.  But Dick was having a 
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hard time finding opponents and stayed idle for eight months before receiving an offer 

to meet Washington, D.C.’s highly regarded junior welterweight contender Sweet Herbie 

Lee (17-1-0 (7) in Baltimore, MD. 

 

On April 3rd he entered the ring a big underdog against Lee who was being touted 

as a coming champion. Only 1,885 fans showed up, probably feeling it would be just 

another win for Lee. The fans missed the biggest upset in a Baltimore ring in many years. 

  

DiVeronica confused the shifty Lee with his crouching style. He frequently landed 

straight rights and looping left hooks against the agile Lee. The officials had Lee in front 

by a slight margin entering the sixth round when DiVeronica finished the fight with a 

crushing right hand that spun Lee around before he dropped to the canvas. At the count 

of five, Lee tried to get up, only to fall over backward where he was counted out by 

referee Benny Goldstein. Underdog DiVeronica left the ring with cheers ringing in his 

ears. 

 

Always the gracious winner, Dick agreed to a rematch in Baltimore. On May 

25th Dick lost a hotly disputed split decision to Lee that didn’t sit well with the 3,018 

pro-Lee fans.  The fight was so exciting that the promoters brought Dick back for a 

rubber match on July 10. 

  

Lee at 141 pounds fought a tentative fight against the aggressive 146-pound 

DiVeronica. Lee seldom threw a meaningful punch and seemed content to go through the 

paces without being hurt. DiVeronica fought his typical high-energy aggressive fight by 

constantly working his way inside and working the body to perfection while desperately 

trying to land a haymaker.  At the end of ten rounds, DiVeronica walked away with a 

lopsided unanimous decision.  He also saw his stock rise nationally, as he was elevated to 

number three in the world ratings. 

  

After the third Lee fight, Dick didn’t step in the ring again for another five 

months, a pattern that haunted him his whole career. This time his inactivity cost him his 

number three rating and by years’ end he saw his world rating drop to number six. 

  

In his first fight in five months, Dick again hit the road and traveled to New 

Orleans where he dropped a close decision to local power-puncher Jerry Pellegrini.  
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Two months later DiVeronica met Philadelphia’s undefeated Gypsey Joe Harris, the 

number one ranked welterweight contender. Harris was considered by many the 

uncrowned welterweight champion for his non-title trouncing of champion Curtis Cokes 

eleven months earlier. 

  

Harris and DiVeronica thrilled a full house at the Philadelphia Arena with ten 

exciting rounds of all-out action. Both fighters went at each other from the opening bell. 

Harris, who had a clowning style that often confused his opponents, found that 

DiVeronica wasn’t bothered by it and he had to fight hard all the way to win a narrow 

decision. 

  

DiVeronica forced the action to win 

the first two rounds, and in the second 

came close to dropping Harris when he 

nailed him with a right cross that sent him 

stumbling across the ring. Harris clowned 

his way out of trouble and edged the next 

four rounds behind a sharp left hook and 

some good body punches. 

  

Harris hurt DiVeronica in the seventh with a hard right uppercut under the heart, 

but DiVeronica came back strongly in the eighth and outfought Harris by bullying him 

around the ring. Harris used his speed to edge out the ninth round, but DiVeronica again 

out-fought Harris in the final round.  After ten hotly contested rounds, Harris walked 

away with a close decision. 

  

Immediately after the decision was announced, Johnny DeJohn, Dick’s advisor 

petitioned for an immediate rematch, but Gypsey Joe’s management declined. They 

wanted no further part of DeVeronica. 

  

The losses to Pellegrini and Harris placed Dick in serious danger of losing his place 

among the top ten welterweight contenders, but he bounced back, as he had done time 

and time again, with back-to-back victories over Johnny Knight and Leroy Roberts in 

Baltimore. 
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Against Knight, DiVeronica, once again delighted Baltimore fight fans with his 

exciting aggressiveness. Knight tried to pull off an upset, but Diveronica met every one of 

Knights’ assaults with one of his own and had Knight hanging on at the final bell. 

DiVeronica swept all three of the official’s scores comfortably. 

 

A month later Dick was back in Baltimore to face former top-ranking contender 

Leroy Roberts of Philadelphia. A crowd of 2,506 saw DiVeronica score a one-round kayo 

over Roberts. The action started out fast with Roberts landing some sharp authoritative 

punches that had the fans sensing an upset. The ease with which Roberts landed gave him 

a false sense of confidence because he walked in wide open, only to be nailed by a short 

right hand that dropped him flat on his face. Roberts barely made it to his feet at the 

count of nine and stumbled into the referee’s arms and he immediately and wisely called a 

halt to the fight. 

  

DiVeronica hit another bump in the road when he lost a controversial split decision 

to shifty welterweight contender Percy Pugh in Baltimore. The decision did not sit well 

with the fans and they voiced their opinion vociferously. 

  

Dick started 1969 off by trouncing Al Massey in Philadelphia bringing his record to 

40-10-0 (11). 

  

Bouts with Willie Munoz, David Melendez (scheduled for New York), Jean Josselin 

(scheduled for Paris) never came off, as well as a card scheduled for Syracuse. Instead, 

DiVeronica flew to San Juan, Puerto Rico and lost a close decision to old foe Pete Toro. 

  

A month later Dick finally got a chance 

to fight before his hometown fans in Syracuse 

when he met former multiple welterweight and 

middleweight champion and future hall-of-

famer Emile Griffith. The fight was 

competitive through the first five rounds. 

Griffith picked up the pace in the sixth and 

sliced open a cut over Dick's right eye with his 

steady jabbing.  In the seventh Griffith hurt 

Dick with a left hook to the head, and quickly 

followed up with a right cross and another left-right combination to the head causing 
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referee Jack Millicich to stop the fight. Dick protested that although he was hurt he 

knew where he was and could have continued.  

 

Three months later, Dick bounced back to easily defeat tough Marcel Bizien in 

Jersey City. NJ. 

 

During this period, Dick wasn’t the only Canastota, NY welterweight making 

headlines. Another fighter with a Basilio connection, Carmen’s nephew Billy Backus, had 

been racing Dick step for step up the welterweight ladder. Billy hit paydirt on December 

3, 1970 in Syracuse, NY when he stopped welterweight champion Jose Napoles on cuts to 

capture the world welterweight title.  Many local fans clamored to see what could be done 

to match the two in what would have been a natural. But unfortunately for Dick and the 

fans, the match never happened. 

  

Backus’ manager Tony Graziano said “Well, we don’t want to fight DiVeronica 

because we’re from the same town. We like him too much.”  Dick wanted the match and 

said: “I don’t care if it was a title or non-title fight. We could have made a pretty good 

buck here in Syracuse. A promoter dreams of having two local fighters.” 

  

Ironically, earlier in the year George Parnassus approached DiVeronica’s 

management about fighting Jose Napoles in California.  “It was all signed.” Stated 

DiVeronica. “I had the airplane tickets and everything, and shortly before I was ready to 

leave for California they called Johnny DeJohn and apparently didn’t want the fight. They 

announced in the paper that I got sick and couldn’t make the fight.” 

  

Dick only laced up the gloves three more times over the next two and a half years, 

outpointing previously undefeated Tony Berrios in Scranton, PA, losing a close decision to 

Buddy Boggs in Baltimore and fighting a draw with Alvin Anderson in Baltimore. 

  

After the Anderson fight, which took place on April 30, 1972, Dick decided to hang 

up the gloves for good. He could have stayed on for a few more years and become a trial 

horse for the younger fighters building a reputation, but Dick was too smart for that. 

Instead, he went back to the Canastota Contracting Company that he ran with his three 

brothers until his retirement two years ago. 
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Dick and his wife Janine, who will celebrate their 36th wedding anniversary on 

November 26th of this year, still make their home in Canastota. They have four children, 

Christina, Theresa, Ann Marie, and Nicholas.  

  

Dick is a fixture at the annual International Boxing Hall of Fame weekend held in 

Canastota, NY. As a regular attendee, I can attest that Dick is one of the most 

accessible and nicest ex-fighters you will meet at the induction weekend.   It's good to 

see a great guy like Dick DiVeronica finish on his feet a winner in life, as well as in the 

ring.   

                                    

Postscript 

 

During our conversation in June 2002, I asked Dick if I 

could look at his scrapbook. He told me he had lent it to 

his manager Joe Netro and after Joe passed away the 

Netro family couldn't locate it when they went through 

his boxing memorabilia. So Dick had nothing to pass on to 

his family regarding his professional boxing career.  

 

Don Cogswell and I decided to reconstruct a scrapbook 

for Dick and his family, and we presented him with six 

copies in June 2003. The look on his face when he went 

through the scrapbook will remain with us forever. 

 

Don and I spent many pleasant times with Dick during our 

annual visits to Canastota and will miss him.  We lost one 

of the really good ones! May he Rest in Peace! 
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100 years ago: The Law That Gave Birth to the Modern Era of Boxing 

by 

Mike Silver 

From 1895 to 1919 professional boxing was either tolerated or outlawed in various cities 
and states, including New York. The Frawley law, passed in 1911, had created the New York 
State Athletic Commission to oversee the sport. Some 40 boxing clubs operated under its 
purview. In 1917, after a boxer was fatally injured in a bout, reformers convinced the legislature 
to repeal the Frawley law and abolish boxing in the state. The ban lasted for three years. In 
1920, after much political maneuvering, professional boxing returned to New York with the 
passage of The Walker Law.   

Boxing, despite its ups and downs, had always been popular with the general public. 
Now, on the cusp of the Roaring Twenties, what it needed to realize its full potential was a 
powerful and stabilizing organizational structure with tighter controls over the sport and greater 
safety measures. The Walker Law was the answer. Most importantly, it allowed New York City 
to quickly regain its position as the boxing capital of the world.  

Named after its sponsor, state senator and future 
New York City mayor (1926-31), James J. (Jimmy) Walker, 
the law brought back the State Athletic Commission but 
with enhanced rules and guidelines. One hundred years 
ago, on May 24, 1920, it was signed into law by Governor 
Al Smith and took effect on the first day of September.  

Three commissioners appointed by Governor Smith 
supervised the sport. The new law mandated the licensing 
of all persons officially connected with boxing bouts—
boxers, managers, promoters, matchmakers, corner men, 
referees and judges. All shows required a physician in 
attendance. Matches could not exceed 15 rounds. Within a 
short time dozens of armories, arenas and stadiums began 
presenting boxing cards on a regular basis. There certainly 
was no shortage of boxers. By March of 1924 New York 
State had licensed 6,123 professional boxers.  

Any person who violated the rules of the commission or engaged in behavior 
considered detrimental to boxing would risk losing his license. It was the intention of the 
commission to improve the public’s perception of boxing by attempting (albeit with mixed 
results) to curtail the influence of gamblers, criminals and other undesirables.     

Of course a prime reason for legalizing professional boxing was the tax revenues that 
would be realized via licensing fees and a 5 percent tax on the gross receipts of every boxing 
card. Three months after the first professional bouts were staged under the new law, the sport 
had already paid $75,000 into the New York state treasury.                                                                                                           
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Politicians in other states saw opportunity for increased tax revenues, jobs, and political 
patronage if they followed New York’s example and legalized boxing under government 
auspices. Hugely motivating was the 1921 heavyweight title bout between champion Jack 
Dempsey and the dashing French challenger Georges Carpentier. The bout drew 90,000 fans 
and nearly 2 million dollars in paid admissions, breaking all previous records in both 
attendance and gate receipts. Whereas in 1917 only 23 states had officially legalized the sport, 
by 1925 the number was up to 43. They all used the template of the New York Commission as 
a guide. 

During the 1920s boxing reached unprecedented levels of popularity, even eclipsing 
baseball in terms of live attendance figures and newspaper coverage. Heavyweight title fights 
became the most lavish and anticipated spectacle in sports. In 1926 and 1927Jack Dempsey 
and Gene Tunney drew over 100,000 people for each of their two title fights in Philadelphia 
and Chicago.  

The social, artistic, and cultural dynamism of the Roaring Twenties, in concert with the 
media’s focus on celebrities (especially sports heroes and movie stars), glamorized boxing and 
made Jack Dempsey the first boxing superstar of the twentieth century. But due credit must be 
given to Tex Rickard whose promotional genius and reputation for integrity was instrumental in 
revitalizing the sport. Rickard made his headquarters in New York City and his success was 
responsible for the building of a new and much larger Madison Square Garden in 1925. Under 
his watch boxing gained a respectability it had never known before. It was Rickard who 
transformed boxing into popular entertainment for a mass audience. The business of sports 
entertainment would never be the same.   

 The Walker law also was a catalyst for others to hitch their star to boxing. In 1922 Nat 
Fleischer, a 33 year old sports editor for several New York papers, launched The Ring 
magazine with Tex Rickard serving as silent partner (Fleischer acquired full ownership in 
1929). For the next 50 years “The Bible of Boxing” was the sport’s most important and 
authoritative trade publication. Fleischer often spoke out against corruption within the sport and 
advocated for standard physical exams and rules. The Ring “top ten” ratings of contenders for 
every weight class became a monthly feature of the magazine and under Fleischer’s 
stewardship was a trusted resource for everyone interested in the sport.                         

Dempsey, Tunney, Rickard, Walker, Fleischer, The Ring magazine, Madison Square 
Garden, New York City—the timing couldn’t have been more perfect. They all came together in 
the 1920s to create boxing’s greatest decade. But none of it would have been possible without 
the passage of the law that allowed it to happen.   

END 
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REMARKABLE TURNAROUNDS 

By Roger Zotti 

 

I’m not exaggerating when I say hard-

punching Syracuse middleweight Joey De 

John, who began fighting professionally in 

1944,  either knocked out or was knocked out 

by his opponent.  And if you want proof 

consider this: When he retired in 1952, he 

had compiled a record of 73-14-2.  Fifty-one 

of his victories were by knockout, and he 

was knocked out ten times.  

Some of his quality opponents were 

Bobby Dykes, Joe Rindone, Dick Wagner, 

Irish Bob Murphy, Ernie Durando, Norman 

Hayes, Robert Villemain, Lee Sala, and Jake LaMotta, all of whom, with the 

exception of Murphy, stopped him. (In 1952 he TKO’d Murphy.)  

I saw De John fight one time. It was against Norman Hayes, a tough 

middleweight from Roxbury, Massachusetts. The year was 1952, and the 

fight was nationally televised from the Detroit Olympia. One of those 

Wednesday Night fights, sponsored by Pabst Blue Ribbon beer. 

Early in round two De John hurt 

the twenty-one year old Hayes, but in 

the third round the accurate punching 

Roxbury, MA pugilist, who had lost 

rounds one and two, landed a left 

hook to De John’s body, followed by a 

right cross to his jaw. Down went the 

Syracuse fighter. Seconds after he was 

back on his feet, he was hit by another 

left hook to the body, flooring him for 
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the second time. When Hayes sent De John to the canvas for the third time, 

referee Johnny Weber stopped the tangle.  

The New York Times writer covering the bout called the fight an 

“amazing reversal” for Hayes; the Boston Daily Globe’s scribe said the win 

“was a great heart-warming victory” for the Roxbury middleweight. 

In his dressing room after the bout Hayes told reporters he was hit so 

hard in the first round he had no idea where he was until round three 

began.  

Hayes, who began fighting professionally in 1949 and retired in 1953, 

compiled a 25-17-1 (8 KOs/1 KO’d by) record. His best known opponents 

were De John, Carl “Bobo” Olson (twice), Lee Sala, Ernie Durando, Jake 

LaMotta (twice), Laurent Dauthuille, Charles Humez, Paul Pender, and 

Robert Villemain. 

 One of his best efforts was his outing against future middleweight 

champion Olson, in 1952, at the Civic Center, San Francisco. With the 

winner to face Sugar Ray Robinson, Hayes, in defeat, won the hearts of 

reporters and fans for, as one San Francisco sports journalist wrote, “[He] 

had reached deep inside himself . . . to arouse the admiration of the gallery. 

He had stuck in there when others of lesser mettle would have stepped 

out.” 

Another surprising turnaround 

occurred on December 12, 1951, when 

Kid Gavilan, fighting as a 

middleweight, fought Walter Cartier, 

in a nationally televised bout from 

Madison Square Garden.   

Cartier had been slightly ahead 

for nine rounds, using a sustained 

body attack to wear down the great 

Cuban. But in the tenth session Gavilan caught the Greenwich Village 

middleweight with a right cross to the jaw. Walter staggered. A barrage of 
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punches followed. He collapsed 

to the canvas. Referee Ruby 

Goldstein, without counting, 

signaled an end to the bout.  

For me, it was one of the 

most memorable fights I ever 

watched and its outcome 

almost broke my teenage heart. 

If you were a Gavilan fan, you 

were delighted he turned the 

fight around and won, but if, 

like me, you rooted for Cartier 

you were shocked at the contest’s sudden turnabout.  

Several years later sports journalist W.C. Heinz interviewed the 

retired Cartier for his classic book on athletes titled Once They Heard the 

Cheers.  

In the chapter titled “The Same Person Twice,” Heinz tells us that four 

months before Walter’s fight against Gavilan, popular Irish Billy Graham 

had out-boxed Gavilan in their welterweight title bout at the Garden. But 

the officials must’ve been watching a different fight and awarded the 

decision to Gavilan. After the lustily booed decision, sportswriters referred 

to Graham as “the uncrowned world welterweight champion.” 

Before round ten began of Cartier’s fight against Gavilan, Heinz said 

he told Cartier’s manager, Irving Cohen, who was also Graham’s manager, 

“If [Walter] were my fighter, I’d tell him to go  out and win the last round,” 

which apparently Cohen and Charley Goldman, Cartier’s trainer, did. 

We know what happened. 

“’I think he had it won, and I’m sorry I gave you bad advice,” Heinz 

later said to Cohen, who replied, “’That’s all right. It’s just one of those 

things that happens now and then.’” 
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Heinz also tells us that for years he held himself responsible for 

Walter’s loss and had never apologized to him. His interview with Walter 

was when he’d make amends. 

What follows is the book’s most memorable interview. 

Heinz: I’ll tell you one fight Walter didn’t win and because of me. 

Mrs. Cartier: What one was that? 

Heinz: The Gavilan fight. 

Walter: You didn’t lose that fight. Walter Cartier lost it. 

Mrs. Cartier: How much time was left in the round? 

Walter: A minute, or a minute-and-a-half. 

Mrs. Cartier: I thought it was just seconds. 

Walter: No, I’ve seen the pictures, and I was a little groggy, and I said 

to Ruby Goldstein, ‘Why don’t you give me another knockdown?’ 

Heinz: And if it hadn’t been for me, you’d have boxed that whole last 

round differently. 

Walter: Only Walter Cartier lost that fight. 

 

A regular contributor to the IBRO Journal, Roger Zotti is the author 

of two boxing books, Friday Night World and The Proper Pugilist. For 

more information about his books contact him at rogerzotti@aol.com. 
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The Pottawatomie Giant Deserves Respect 

By Bobby Franklin 

 

 

Jess Willard 
 
In the recent heavyweight title fight between Tyson Fury 
and Deontay Wilder, both men were, to put it mildly, 
quite large. Fury at 6’9” weighed in at 273 pounds while 
Wilder at 6’7” tipped the scales at 254 pounds. Wilder 
usually comes in lighter but was bulked up for this fight.  

While both men are among the largest to ever hold the 
crown, there have been heavyweights in the past who 
would not be out of place in the ring with either one of 
them. Jess Willard at 6’6 1/2” and weighing in the vicinity 
of 245 pounds would be able to match eyeballs with 
Fury and Wilder, though Fury would have a couple of 
inches on him.  

Willard is best known for two fights, his win over Jack 
Johnson when he took possession of the Heavyweight 
Title, and his defeat at the hands of Jack Dempsey when 
he lost the crown. Both fights have the shadow of 
controversy hanging over them that obscure Willard’s 
performances in them. 

When Jess met Jack Johnson for the title on April 5, 1915 at Oriental Park in Havana, Cuba he was the 
latest in a string of White Hopes who were sought out to take the title from Johnson. The fight was held 
in Cuba because at the time Johnson was a fugitive from justice and would have been arrested had he 
returned to the United States. 

Jack Johnson On The Attack Against Willard 
 
The fight was scheduled for 45 rounds and took 
place in the afternoon. One of the myths 
surrounding the fight was that the temperature 
was scorching by the time the combatants had 
entered the ring. Arly Allen, who wrote the 
definitive biography of Willard stated after 
exhaustive research that the hottest it had gotten 
that day was 70 degrees. Looking at footage of 

the fight you can see the fighters were dressed 
warm when they entered the ring; Willard had a 
heavy sweater on. The fans also looked quite 
comfortable. 

 

Johnson Vs Willard 

 
The other myth that has been used to discredit 
Willard was started by Johnson years later when he 
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claimed he threw the fight. Every boxing historian I know does not buy into that. In fact, all you need to 
do is watch the video of the fight and you will see in the early rounds Johnson going all out to knock out 
Willard. Jess survived these assaults from the champion and came on to knock out Johnson in the 26th 
round. While Johnson was not in the best of shape, weighing 225 pounds as compared to the 208 he 
weighed against Jim Jeffries five years earlier, Willard fought a very good fight showing excellent 
footwork for a man his size. Jess also had a powerful right hand which he used to finish off Johnson.  

Much of the blame for Johnson not being in great fighting shape falls on Jack as he refused to face 
serious opposition after he won the title. His toughest opponent was Jeffries who had been out the ring 
for six years when they fought. Johnson also had been leading a wild lifestyle. Would things have been 
different if Jess was facing an in shape Johnson? Possibly, but the fact is Willard won the fight fair and 
square after standing up to the best Johnson had to offer.  

Willard vs Dempsey 
 

In the Dempsey fight, things turned out 
differently for Jess. The controversy in this fight 
centered on Jack, who many believe fought 
with loaded gloves. This story was started by 
his manager Jack Kearns years later after the 
two had a falling out. It has never been proven 
or disproven and, while most historians don’t 
believe Kearn’s story that he put Plaster of 
Paris on Dempsey’s hands before the fight, 
there is reason to believe Jack had his hands 
wrapped in bicycle tape. The bicycle tape was 
legal at the time. There is also a theory that 
Jack had a metal bar in his hand when the fight 
began. I have written about this in more detail 
before as have many other boxing experts. It is 
something that will never be fully resolved. 

In the first round of the fight, which took place 
in Toledo, Ohio on July 4, 1919, Jess took a terrible beating being floored seven times and being saved 
from a knockout by the sound of the bell. (Actually, a whistle as the bell had broken before the fight.) 

That is what most people remember about the fight. What happened in the next two rounds is 
interesting as Jess was not floored again. He put up a courageous stand before his corner called an 
end to the fight after the third round.  

Jess Willard vs Floyd Johnson Drew A 

Huge Crowd 

 
It has been written that Willard wanted a 
rematch with Dempsey but he didn’t help 
his chances at getting another go against 
the Manassa Mauler by staying inactive for 
the next four years. In 1923 he stepped into 
the ring against Floyd Johnson, and while 
having some rough moments early in the 
fight came on to kayo Johnson in the 11th 
round. Willard looked fit and on the way 
back at the age of 42. He was then signed 
to fight Luis Firpo with the winner being 
promised a shot at Dempsey. 
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The fight took place at Boyes Thirty Acres in Jersey City, New Jersey on July 12, 1923. Firpo kayoed 
Jess in the 8th round putting an end to any hope of the Pottawatomie getting his return bout against 
Jack Dempsey. 

It should also be noted that both of Willard’s comeback fights drew huge crowds and the former champ 
remained extremely popular. A rematch with Dempsey certainly would have been a major attraction. 

So, what would have happened if Willard and Dempsey had fought again? I think it would have been a 
bit different than the first fight. Jess wasn’t imbued with the killer instinct. When younger, he killed a 
man in the ring, and that had always haunted him. He believed, with good reason, that he was much 
more powerful than his opponents and had a certain fear of fatally hurting another. Because of this he 
often lacked aggression when fighting. 

Before the Dempsey fight, Jess was asked if he thought 
he might kill Dempsey. In fact, many thought that was 
highly possible. When the bell rang for the first round you 
can see how Jess came out of his corner in a very calm 
manner. When the two went into a clinch Jess stepped 
back with his arms spread as if to say he wasn’t going to 
hurt the little guy. Willard was completely unprepared for 
the assault that was soon to take place. However, after 
taking that beating in the first round, he fought back hard 
and gave Dempsey a bit of a go of it. 

In a rematch, Jess would have come out ready for battle. 
He most likely would have used his weight against 
Dempsey, not stepping back in a clinch but instead, he 
would have roughed the champion up. Dempsey still 
would have won, but the fight would have gone longer and 
would have had more grappling. 

Willard only had 28 fights in his entire career. He was a 
reluctant yet courageous warrior. In his two most notable 
fights he has not received the credit he deserved. Nobody 
thought he would beat Johnson, yet he proved them 
wrong. Against Dempsey, he showed the heart of a 
champion and a strong fighting spirit.  

Jess really didn’t have the killer instinct that is needed in such a cruel sport. He did have great athletic 
ability, was always in great shape, and had tremendous courage. You might want to take a look at the 
fights I have discussed and reconsider your opinion of Willard. 

 

 
Bobby Franklin's Boxing over Broadway 

May 6, 2020 
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A Much Needed Distraction from the Horrors of War: 

Boxing at the Lyceum Theatre 
 

By Matthew H. Ward 

 

Mobile:  732-500-0195 

Email:  matthewward1123@gmail.com 

Website:  www.theweighinpodcast.com  

 

1918 was a big year for boxing at the Lyceum Theatre in Red Bank. With World War I 

raging on in Europe, Jersey Shore residents looked for distraction from reports of the 

horrors of war. Boxing helped people on the Jersey Shore, and around the country, find 

that much needed distraction. 

 

A series of five boxing cards were hosted at the Lyceum Theatre that summer. These 

fights were organized by the Monmouth County Athletic Club, and were the earliest 

professional bouts recorded in the borough’s history. The opening card of the season was 

held on June 7th, and featured two principal bouts, three preliminaries, and a wrestling 

match. The main event pitted Bantamweight contender, Frankie Burns against Joey 

Leonard. Burns, a popular fighter from Jersey City, entered the bout as the favorite 

against his Brooklyn native opponent. Renowned sportswriter, Red Smith later described 

Burns as “strictly a Jersey product. In the years before World War I you couldn’t glance 

up without seeing him fighting somebody for the bantamweight championship of the 

world.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Frankie Burns 
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Joseph Humphreys 

 

Burns’ presence in Red Bank that evening meant that boxing fans were in for a treat. 

Announcer, Joseph Humphreys, of Madison Square Garden fame, made his way down 

the shore to offer his talents to the evening of boxing. The bantamweights battled through 

eight action packed rounds, with the newspaper decision going to the veteran, Burns. 

Burns went on to box professionally until 1921, when he hung up his boxing gloves and 

retired. Leonard retired in 1923 with a losing record. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mike McTigue 

 

The second card of the summer was on June 14th and featured Irish-born, New York 

fighter, Mike McTigue and hard-hitting New Yorker, Frank Carbone. McTigue is well-
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known in boxing circles for holding the World Light Heavyweight title between 1923 and 

1925, and competing against other division greats such as Paul Berlenbach, Jeff Smith, 

Harry Greb, Mickey Walker, and Tommy Loughran. This was the third encounter 

between the two men, with McTigue taking the first two bouts. That night at the Lyceum, 

the newspaper decision went to McTigue. The Red Bank Register described the bout as 

being a “slow affair,” in which McTigue utilized his greater reach to hold off and jab his 

opponent at will. Newspapermen also noted that the two middleweights clinched 

throughout the bout to the displeasure of fans and ringside reporters. 

 

The June 21st show featured Kid Henry and Johnny Hayes headlining a card loaded with 

New Jersey based fighters making their professional debuts. The Red Bank Register 

described the main event as being of “high class.” Henry was the far more experienced 

fighter of the two men. He came into the bout having fought tough fighters including Abe 

Attell, Mel Coogan, and Tommy Helm. Despite both boxers fighting well over the course 

of eight rounds, “their scrap was marred by repeated holding and clinching.” Neither 

fighter was badly hurt, despite some stiff jolts landed over the course of the competition. 

The fight was ruled a draw by The Red Bank Register. 

 

The June 28th card at the Lyceum Theatre featured a semi-final bout between two up and 

coming fighters, and a main event featuring two fighters with “.500 records.” The Red 

Bank Register reported that the card was viewed by a large crowd of fans. The semi-final 

bout was between New York fighters, Bobby Michaels and Joe Garry. Michaels, who 

went on to fight just under 70 career fights, defeated the less experienced Garry via The 

Red Bank Register newspaper decision. In the main event, Young Willie Gradwell of 

Newark faced Joe Mooney of New York in a lightweight contest. Gradwell controlled the 

bout through eight rounds of action, and was rewarded for his efforts throughout the 

contest with The Red Bank Register newspaper decision. 

 

The summer boxing schedule ended on July 20th, with arguably the weakest card of the 

series. The card was highlighted by two Red Bank fighters, Frank Moran and Billy 

Valleau, winning their professional debuts. The main event featured two fighters also 

making their professional debuts, Billy Dasso and Joe Forgione, and ended in a second 

round knockout victory for Fort Hancock’s Dasso. The Red Bank Register reported that 

the knockout came after, “Dasso’s second told him after the first round that they had only 

twenty minutes to catch their car going back to Sandy Hook.” The knockout ensured that 

Dasso and his corner man had adequate time to catch their ride back to the base!  It 

appears that Dasso’s professional boxing career ended that evening; while Forgione went 

on to fight a few more bouts. The highlight of Forgione’s unimpressive boxing career 

was a 1921 bout against veteran Illinois’ boxer, Young Tony Caponi, in which Caponi 

decisively defeated the Newark fighter via a twelve round newspaper decision. 
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 A knockout tale of Spanish flu, Jack Dempsey & the 
Baron of Leiperville 
by Rich Pagano 
 
 In the middle of this coronavirus crisis, 

I couldn’t help but do some research on a 

lethal strain of flu that swept across the globe 

in 1918. They called it the Spanish Flu, but no 

one believes it originated in Spain. In fact, the 

geographic origin of that flu is still debated to 

this day. 

   That so-called Spanish Flu eventually 

infected up to a half a billion people and 

claimed the lives of anywhere between 50 

and 100 million worldwide, and had a 20 

percent death rate, exceeding the typical flu, 

which kills less than one percent of those 

infected. 

   Like today, the sporting calendar was 

quickly redrawn all over the world as 

governments tackled the pandemic by 

stopping events that would potentially draw large crowds of people into enclosed 

spaces. 

   In the United States, college football games were canceled in several major 

cities, while in Major League Baseball, quite a few high-profile players died after 

contracting the so-called Spanish Flu. 

   Babe Ruth reportedly caught the disease, but recovered, and helped the 

Boston Red Sox defeat the Chicago Cubs in the 1918 World Series by winning two 

games as a pitcher. 

   In ice hockey, the 1919 Stanley Cup, for the first and only time to date, had 

no declared champion. The playoff series was stopped after five games. The 

CAPTION: Jack Dempsey plays the 

piano at Baron Dougherty’s Colonial 

Hotel in Leiperville during a break in 

training for his fight with Battling 

Levinsky in 1918.  
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Seattle Metropolitans were due to face the Montreal Canadiens in the deciding 

game of the series, but when several of the Canadiens players and their manager 

George Kennedy came down with the flu, the game was canceled.  

   One player, Joe Hall, later died, while Kennedy suffered complications 

which ultimately led to his passing in 1921. 

   In the world of boxing, a much-anticipated fight between Jack Dempsey and 

Battling Levinsky (real name Barney Lebrowitz) was being planned for September 

of 1918. The fight was going to be held at the Olympia A.C. in Philadelphia, and a 

well-known Delaware County sportsman was co-promoting the event. 

   That Delco sportsman, who was not only involved in the promotion, but 

was also going to referee the bout, was Jimmy Dougherty. Dougherty, also known 

as the “Baron of Leiperville”, was a larger than life sportsman whose hotel, bar 

and fight arena in Leiperville (now known as Crum Lynne), was a mecca for boxing 

from 1916 to 1947.  

   During that time, he was the owner of one of the busiest fight camps in the 

country. It was at this arena, one of the first open air arenas in the country, that 

some of the greatest fighters in the sport trained or fought. It was also a popular 

hangout for sports writers too, especially Damon Runyon who made Leiperville 

and the Baron famous nationwide. 

   In 1918, before his fight with Levinsky, Dempsey, under new manager Doc 

Kearns, had been victorious in twenty-one of twenty-two fights all over the 

country. In eleven of those fights, he had knocked out his opponent in the first 

round. 

   After Dempsey knocked out Fred Fulton in one round in Harrison, New 

Jersey, Dougherty, who had been at the fight, rekindled his friendship with 

Dempsey and befriended Kearns.  

   At that point, he set up the Dempsey bout with Levinsky and had Dempsey 

train in Leiperville. While training at the Baron’s boxing establishment, Dempsey 

picked up a few dollars waiting on tables at the hotel. “Dempsey used to serve 

Sam Vauclain, president of Baldwin Locomotive, his meals every day,” 

remembered Ed Conner, a local boxer who had many bouts at the Leiperville ring 

as a professional. 
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   Unfortunately for Dougherty, the scheduled September fight was 

postponed because of the flu, and had to be rescheduled for two months later in 

November. A “flu ban” was put in place, which meant business slowed down 

everywhere and the public was encouraged not to gather anywhere in large 

numbers. Philadelphia had gotten hit hard by the flu, and over 12,000 people had 

died in a four-week period. More than 700 Philadelphia residents had passed in 

one day alone.  

   Cities across the United States began lifting the ban in early November, and 

at long last, the fight could take place. On the night of November 6, 1918, five 

days before the end of World War I, 8,000 fight fans poured into the Olympia 

A.C.to see Levinsky, the light heavyweight champion, get a crack at Dempsey. 

   It was a right hand to the jaw by Dempsey that knocked out Levinsky in the 

third round. The Philadelphia Public Ledger reported, “Jack Dempsey conclusively 

proved last night at the Olympia that he is one of the best heavyweights in the 

country by stopping Battling Levinsky of New York in the third round.” 

   As the Spanish flu began to come to an end in the early part of 1919, 

Dempsey was on his way to capturing the world heavyweight championship in 

July of that year when he knocked out Jess Willard in Toledo, Ohio.  

   “Sam Vauclain had chartered a Pullman train car pull in a siding near 

Baldwin’s and loaded it with 100 of his friends which included the Baron,” recalled 

Ed Conner, “then shoved off for the fight site in Toledo, to root for Dempsey.” 
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The Top 20 Uncrowned Champions in 

Boxing History 
By Buddy Gibbs 

The Grueling Truth - March 20, 2020 

Picture of Cocoa Kid. Source: OnMilwaukee 

 

After Rocky Marciano knocked out Jersey Joe Walcott to 
become the heavyweight champion of the world he was 
quoted saying, “What could be better than walking down any 
street in any city and knowing you’re the heavyweight 
champion of the world?”; a rhetorical question that expressed 
very simply what a world title meant to Marciano, and 
ultimately, to any professional boxer. But, some of boxing’s 
greatest fighters never got the same satisfaction for one 
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reason or another. I have decided to compile a list of my top 
20 greatest fighters to never win a world title. 
 
Many of the men on the list were avoided by some of the 
contenders and champions of their eras, others were chained 
down by the business side of boxing, while the rest fall under 
a long list of complications that prevented them from being 
champions – but an endless amount of skill and ability is 
something they all had. 
 
 
Here is my personal top 20 in order: 
 
1. Sam Langford 
Langford was the bogeyman of boxing. 
Probably the most feared and avoided 
fighter in any era because of his skills and 
knockout power. He often fought men 
much larger than himself and was 
successful doing so. Langford fought all-
time greats from lightweight to heavyweight 
and won bouts against 10 different Hall-of-
Famers. Some of his wins were against but 
not limited to: Sam McVey, Harry Wills, Joe 
Jeanette, Joe Gans, and Stanley Ketchel. 
 
2. Charley Burley 
Burley had issues with the business side of 
boxing, but it was about the only thing he 
didn’t master regarding the sport. He fought 
men much larger than himself, including light 
heavyweights and heavyweights, despite 
being a welterweight and middleweight 
during his career. He beat multiple fighters 
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who would go on to be champions while never getting a title 
shot himself. Some of his wins were against but not limited to: 
Holman Williams, Archie Moore, Jack Chase, Aaron Wade, 
and Cocoa Kid. 
 
3. Mike Gibbons 
Gibbon’s masterful boxing and defensive 
craftsmanship along with a solid punch 
made him hard to beat for any all-time 
great, and very few turned the trick in his 
own era. Gibbons set the bar for all 
middleweights that followed him and very 
few have come close to the St. Paul 
Phantom’s greatness even a hundred 
years later. Some of his wins were against but not limited to: 
Harry Greb, Jack Dillon, George Chip, Chuck Wiggins, and 
Jeff Smith. 
 
4. Packey McFarland 
McFarland tackled any foe in sight. Great 
footwork, a nasty punch, and great ring 
generalship kept McFarland winning with 
consistency from the start of his career 
until the end. He felt best at a weight just 
above the lightweight limit (which was 133 
lbs. at the time) and not many of the 
lightweights in his era were eager to swap 
wits or punches with him. Some of his 
wins were against but not limited to: Owen Moran, Jack 
Britton, Mike Gibbons, Freddie Welsh, and Cyclone Johnny 
Thompson. 
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5. Holman Williams 
Williams was such a brilliant boxer that 
heavyweight champion Joe Louis 
acquired advice from him. Even 
legendary trainer Eddie Futch couldn’t 
help but notice and brag on Williams’ 
unbelievable skills and talent, saying he 
had the finesse of Ray Robinson. 
Williams met a plethora of killers through 
his 16-year career and after bad hand 
injuries at the beginning of his career, still managed to find 
success when he changed his style by fighting more 
defensively. Some of his wins were against but not limited to: 
Charley Burley, Archie Moore, Lloyd Marshall, Bert Lytell, and 
Eddie Booker. 
 
6. Tommy Gibbons 
Gibbons was a well-rounded boxer who 
stayed consistent throughout his career 
and never lost to a fighter that is not in 
the International Boxing Hall of Fame. 
With great footwork, high ring IQ, a hard 
punch, and an iron chin, there were very 
few fighters who beat him. Some of his 
wins were against but not limited to: Harry Greb, George Chip, 
Kid Norfolk, Battling Levinsky, and 
Georges Carpentier. 
 
7. Cocoa Kid 
Kid possessed a lightning-quick left jab 
paired with a brain rattling right hand 
that kept some champions/contenders 
far away from any ring Cocoa Kid 
stepped in. Cocoa Kid’s dazzling 
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footwork allowed him to glide across the ring as he ripped win 
after win. He was thrown in with stiff competition all through 
his career and several of his losses were by split decisions. 
Some of his wins were against but not limited to: Jimmy Leto, 
Eddie Booker, Jack Chase, Holman Williams, and Louis ‘Kid’ 
Kaplan. 
 
8. Joe Jeanette 
Jeannette was a real-life ironman who 
seemed to fight harder as the fight got 
rougher. With a great jab and well-
rounded skills, he was a tough match 
for anyone. If you add in his cast iron 
chin he became a nightmare. 
Heavyweight champion Jack Johnson 
refused to face Jeanette in a long route 
fight, while the champion admitted his style was too hard for 
him to solve. Jeanette knew his trade so well that many in his 
and later eras asked for Jeanette’s advice and help in training. 
Some of his wins were against but not limited to: Sam 
Langford, Sam McVey, Sandy Ferguson, Georges Carpentier, 
and Jeff Clark. 
 
9. Lew Tendler 
Tendler was a savvy and rugged left-
handed lightweight that fought in what many 
think is the toughest era for lightweights in 
boxing history. Tendler came close to 
dethroning lightweight champion Benny 
Leonard, who I consider to be the best 
lightweight of all-time, but just fell short. 
‘Lefty’ Lew was not afraid of bigger 
competition either and went after those in the welterweight 
division as well. Some of his wins were against but not limited 
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to: Ever Hammer, Johnny Dundee, George ‘KO’ Chaney, 
Richie Mitchell, and Rocky Kansas. 
 
10. Wesley Ramey 
Ramey tore into the professional boxing 
scene from the very beginning of his 
career and didn’t slow down until his 
retirement nearly 12 years later. During 
his career he was ranked in the top 10 of 
the lightweight division in nearly every 
year he fought but never got a shot at the 
lightweight title. He beat numerous 
champions in his career and was a clear 
threat to anyone in the division. Some of 
his wins were against but not limited to: Lew Jenkins, Cocoa 
Kid, Tony Canzoneri, Benny Bass, and Chino Alvarez. 
 
11. Jimmy Bivins 
Bivins wreaked havoc in every weight 
class he fought in, which started at 
middleweight and ended at heavyweight. 
In his 15-year career he conquered 
many of his era’s world champions and 
many more Hall of Famers. He didn’t shy 
aware from many of his era’s deadliest 
punchers either, some of which weren’t 
world champions or hall of famers but 
certainly could make it on a longer 
version of this list of uncrowned fighters. 
Some of his wins were against but not limited to; Archie 
Moore, Charley Burley, Lloyd Marshall, Gus Lesnevich, and 
Ezzard Charles. 
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12. Willie Joyce 
Joyce, by many accounts, had one of 
the best left jabs in his division’s 
history. He veered into wars with 
larger men as well and was never 
stopped. An educated left jab and an 
almost endless bag of tricks made 
Joyce one of the best fighters in his 
era. Unfortunately, like Lew Tendler, 
he was a victim in a stacked class and 
had to deal with some of the toughest 
competition in the division’s history. 
Some of his wins were against but not limited to: Henry 
Armstrong, Chalky Wright, Allie Stolz, Ike Williams, and Leo 
Rodak. 
 
13. Kid Norfolk 
Norfolk was a vicious two-fisted 
attacker with speed and agility that 
tackled light heavyweights and 
heavyweights alike. Norfolk battled 
men larger than himself but with his 
short but powerful build he was a 
menace to anyone that stepped into 
the ring with him. He was able to 
collect wins over some of the 
champions and Hall of Famers that he 
did manage to get in the ring with him. Some of his wins were 
against but not limited to: Joe Jeanette, Billy Miske, Tiger 
Flowers, Battling Siki, and Jack Blackburn. 
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14. Lloyd Marshall 
Marshall was a strong and heavy-
handed terror in the ring. Some of the 
avoided men in Marshall’s era were 
happy to steer clear of him and for good 
reason. Marshall’s skills and merciless 
assault made him a fan favorite and an 
obvious choice for champions to ignore. 
To add to his troubles, Marshall had the 
misfortune of fighting at a time when 
shady characters (like the mob) had 
their hands in boxing, which effected many boxers, including 
him early in his career. Some of his wins were against but not 
limited to: Ezzard Charles, Charley Burley, Freddie Mills, Jake 
LaMotta, and Joey Maxim. 
 
15. Jack Blackburn 
Blackburn carried a stinging shot in 
either hand that was setup with his 
crafty boxing and agility in the ring. 
Like many others on this list, 
Blackburn was willing to tackle men 
much larger than himself throughout 
his career. Blackburn showed a mean 
streak inside and outside of the ring 
that made many of his contemporaries skittish. Some of his 
wins were against but not limited to: Joe Gans, Dave Holly, 
Mike Donovan, Harry Lewis, and George 
Cole. 
 
16. Billy Petrolle 
Petrolle was as tough as old boots and 
nobody had a more savage assault than the 
‘Fargo Express’. Petrolle is one of boxing’s 
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best body punchers who displayed bone-breaking power 
whenever he landed on an unlucky foe. Petrolle was feared by 
some of boxing’s all-time greats because of his bloodthirsty 
battle tactics. Some of his wins were against but not limited to: 
Jimmy McLarnin, Jack ‘Kid’ Berg, Tony Canzoneri, Battling 
Battalino, and Cuddy DeMarco. 
 
17. Eddie Booker 
Booker was a crafty and cerebral 
fighter with decent power. Booker’s 
calculated counter-punching and 
defensive skills made him a hard 
night’s work for any pugilist. Along with 
Charley Burley, Archie Moore called 
Booker the best fighter he ever fought. 
With better backing and the right 
opportunities Booker might have been 
a champion. Some of his wins were against but not limited to: 
Lloyd Marshall, Archie Moore, Holman Williams, Harry ‘Kid’ 
Matthews, and Johnny ‘Bandit’ Romero. 
 
18. Jose Basora 
Basora was a tall, hard-punching 
middleweight with a ferocious body 
attack. Basora was another fighter that 
didn’t have many knocking down the 
door to fight him. But even so he was 
matched hard by his manager that 
seemed to have no concern of his 
fighter’s well-being. Although he didn’t 
win, Basora managed to hold a prime 
‘Sugar’ Ray Robinson to a draw in a 
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grueling fight. Some of his wins were against but not limited 
to: Jake LaMotta, Fritzie Zivic, Holman Williams, Henry 
Brimm, and Young Gene Buffalo. 
 
19. Jack Chase 
Chase never won a world title, but his 
talent and skills showed results by 
winning many regional titles. Some of 
his out of the ring issues (prison) put a 
pause on his boxing career for a few 
years and even though he had success 
when he returned to the ring, he just 
never could catch a break, or a title 
shot. Some of his wins were against 
but not limited to: Aaron Wade, Lloyd 
Marshall, Eddie Booker, Harry ‘Kid’ 
Matthews, and Archie Moore. 
 
20. Billy Graham 
Graham had one of the best chins in 
boxing history, a brilliant left jab and was 
a master of range and timing. Graham 
kept a busy schedule in his 14-year 
career and made a habit out of winning 
consistently throughout his time in the 
ring. More than half of his losses (mostly 
against all-time greats), were by very 
close decisions. Some of his wins were 
against but not limited to: Kid Gavilan, 
Carmen Basilio, Art Aragon, Joey Giardello, and Paddy 
Young. 
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Boxing impresario and longtime IBRO member Ramiro Ortiz presents an historical fiction peppered with his observations 
and remembrances from the years he spent in the Chris Dundee heyday of South Florida and the 5th Street Gym. Having 
spent his promotional apprenticeship under the great Hank Kaplan, Ramiro could only cherish the sweet science denizens of 
South Beach. Enjoy. I did. (dsc p-ibro)

SONNY LISTON VS JACK JOHNSON
Miami Beach, September 1963

ramiroaortiz@aol.com

It’s a hot, humid Miami September morning. The heat seems to evaporate out of the windows of the famed Fifth 
Street Gym in Miami Beach. The gym is packed with spectators. Chris Dundee likes it. He knows they’re all talking 
boxing, and this is good for business. The Miami Beach Auditorium will be packed on Tuesday night.  The headlin-
ers are a couple of local prospects. This is the perfect formula, an inexpensive show that will sell out next week.  Two 
and a half weeks later, he is promoting the most anticipated heavyweight match-up since Joe Louis and Max Schmel-
ing at Yankee Stadium; we are talking about Jack Johnson vs Sonny Liston at the Miami Beach Convention Center.

 The buzz amongst the spectators quiets down as an impressive figure is seen approaching the door from the 
rickety wooden stairway steps that lead to the entrance of the Fifth Street Gym. Jack Johnson looks impressive, but 
the two showgirls from the Fontainebleau Hotel on his arms are quite a contrast. Johnson, big, strong, and black. 
The show girls, small, blonde, and very white. Johnson is all smiles as he walks in, the crowd ---- isn’t so much.  Re-
member this is Miami, deep south, and it is 1963.

 Johnson has plenty to smile about, actually, it’s not the show girls who quickly disappear once he has made 
his point. The smile is knowing that in two and a half weeks, his chase if over! He has been chasing Floyd Patterson 
and Ingmar Johansson for five years for a title fight to no avail.  The new champion, Sonny Liston, has just de-
throned Floyd Patterson in September of last year and quickly accepted the challenge of the Galveston Giant. Liston 
has accepted the fight for two reason: first, he knows first-hand what it’s like to be ducked as he himself had been 
avoided for six years. Second, and more important, the money will be big, and after all, other than the young loud-
mouth Cassius Clay, there isn’t anybody worthwhile left for him to fight! He has already cleared up the division. This 
kid Clay can wait. He is still young, and the fight will draw better a year from now anyway, since no one is taking 
young Cassius Clay seriously. A rematch with Patterson will likewise draw a poor gate; after all, he has just knocked 
him out in the first round to win the title. Yes, it makes perfect financial sense to give  Jack Johnson the first crack at 
the title; besides Sonny is confident there isn’t a man alive who can beat him.

Chris Dundee

Sonny Liston Jack Johnson
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 It is a curious thing to watch Johnson. He is listed as 6 feet ½ inch but looks larger.  Perhaps, it is his per-
fectly proportioned physique. By the time he opens the wooden door that leads to what could be generously called a 
locker room, the smile has completely vanished from his face.  Ten minutes later, he walks out of the locker room, all 
business.

 As Johnson starts his warm-ups, the crowd grudgingly accepts the fact, that though the fight is still two and a 
half weeks away, Jack Johnson, appears to be in terrific shape. His warm-up routine is different than what we’re used 
to seeing today.  He shadow boxes but mixing in calisthenics with his moves. Moe Fleischer (an old-school trainer) 
smiles and says, “that is how we use to do it in the old days.”  After he has warmed up, he enters the ring to spar. 
This is what everybody is waiting for. The first thing you notice is that he does not wear headgear! To him, it makes 
all the sense in the world. How could you wear head gear, and work on your defense? Of course, this practice drives 
the promoter, Chris Dundee, crazy.  Chris is walking around saying to everybody and to nobody at the same time: 
“This is insane! This guy gets cut and there goes the promotion.” The sparring session itself is disappointing to the 
crowd. Johnson seems to be more focused on clinching and holding, rather than throwing punches!  Is he preparing 
for a wrestling match or a boxing match?  Fans are puzzled. The only one who isn’t, is his sparring partner, who after 
five rounds, realizes he has been tied into knots, has not been able to land a single clean punch, yet he hurts all over! 
What has just happened?

 Johnson steps down from the ring and goes straight to the heavy bag where he throws beautiful and precise 
combinations for four rounds. Then another surprise! He walks to the back wall and starts working out on a pulley 
machine! He throws straight punches, he extends his arm upwards, sideways in circular fashion, and every other 
which way. No one had seen a pulley machine in the Fifth Street Gym before. What they don’t know, is that John-
son had insisted on one. He convinced Chris Dundee to put one in, when he said, “damn it Chris, deduct it from 
my purse, I will pay for it!” Chris obliges of course, but he will make sure there is a 25% mark-up. After the pulleys, 
he slowly walks to the center of the gym and starts jumping rope. 

Everybody in the gym is mesmerized as he goes through his routine, except for a short squatty man named Chappie 
Roberts. Chappie, a former flyweight from the 30’s, has been hired by the Liston camp to help out. His assignment 
today is to “spy” on Johnson, but Chappie is more concerned with something else. He approaches Chris, “Chris, 
Sonny is not going to be happy. Johnson is supposed to be done by 1:00 p.m.  That is when Sonny comes in.  You 
know how he gets”. Chappie continues to nervously shuffle around the gym. He glances at a massage table where 
Johnson is now doing stomach exercises, and Chappie continues to look at his watch, as he nervously keeps looking 
at the entrance to the gym. Finally, Jack Johnson is done. He walks into the locker room and five minutes later he is 
out.  He is now flashing a big smile as he gracefully struts towards the exit. As he is exiting, he almost bumps into a 
big black bear of a man, sporting a thin mustache and wearing a French beret. He is Willie Reddish, Sonny Liston’s 
trainer. He and Johnson acknowledge each other. Behind Willie, is Sonny Liston himself. Johnson breaks into a 
big smile, “Well, it’s Mr. Liston.  How are you this afternoon? It’s a pleasure to see you on a hot Miami day.  Please 
have a good workout”.  He then laughs aloud. “You will need it Mr. Liston”. Liston barely acknowledges Johnson 
and walks straight into the locker room, with a somber stare. He must have been thinking, “Who the hell does this 
clown think he is? I’m the one that does the intimidation”. 

 Liston goes thru a carefully planned routine.  He warms up shadow boxing for a couple of rounds. Every 
step is precise and meticulous. Next he wraps his hands.  Liston will not allow anyone to wrap his hands.  Sonny al-
ways wraps his hands, Willie Reddish explains. Today he is sparring 3 rounds with his usual sparring partner, Foneda 
Fox and 2 rounds and with a local heavyweight Solomon McTier.   

Sonny works lightly with Fox and though bloodying his nose, Sonny has just been going thru the motions with him. 
Fox steps out and McTier steps in. A different Sonny comes out of the corner. His jab is now pumping furiously and 
piston-like, he is following up with hard straight right hands that seem to rock McTier from toes to nose! After the 
round is over, McTier’s second goes to Sonny’s corner. The message is clear, if Sonny doesn’t let up, there is no next 
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round. Sonny comes out working lightly.  With about 30 seconds left in the round, he opens up hard. McTier goes 
down and rolls out of the ring, with the help of his handlers. Chappie Roberts helping out in the corner, asks Sonny, 
“Sonny what did you do that for”? Sonny glares and says “why not, I was done with him anyway”. Chris Dundee is 
not happy. It will be expensive to find another sparring partner!

 The weigh-in was uneventful. Johnson showed up with his entourage, smiling the whole time. He stepped 
on the scales at 216 pounds. Sonny was next. He stared at Johnson, who was laughing. Jack ignored the growling. 
Liston weighed in at 218. Both fighters appeared to be in great shape. After the usual medicals and paper-work, they 
posed for the photographers and went their separate way.

 It was finally the night of the fight! The Miami Beach Convention Center was packed. Chris Dundee ran the 
smaller shows at the Miami Beach Auditorium and the big championship fights at the Convention Center. Chris 
was his usual self as he nervously walked up and down the aisles, greeting his regulars, acknowledging the new fans 
and as usual, on top of every detail. Ringside was filled with Miami’s who’s who.

 Jack Johnson was the first to enter the ring.  He looked big in his purple robe and entered as though he was 
attending a party in his honor!  He acknowledged the crowd with a big, broad grin 
on his face.   Next was Sonny Liston, who was wearing a white terry cloth robe with 
a towel tucked inside his robe.  He looked huge.  He was all business with a scowl on 
his face.  The usual ring introductions took place by the eloquent, long time, Miami 
Beach announcer, Frank Freeman.  Former Heavyweight Champions, Jack Dempsey, 
Joe Louis and Rocky Marciano were introduced to the crowd.  The loudest ovations 
were reserved for Joe Louis. Freeman then announced the “principals” with his usual 
flair.  The referee was Cy Gottfried, an experienced official, with a strong reputation. 
He called both fighters into the middle of the ring for his pre-fight instructions. 
Liston stared at Johnson. Jack smiled at Liston as though he was enjoying the ritual!

 The bell sounded for round 1. Liston came out like a locomotive, pump-
ing out a series of powerful jabs. It was clear, Sonny had no interest in a feeling out 
round.  It was truly something to watch.  Liston shooting straight, powerful jabs 
while Johnson was parrying the jabs with his open right glove.  At times, Johnson’s 
right hand looked like a windshield wiper as he stopped jab after jab.  On occasion, 
Liston would throw a powerful right hand, but Johnson would slip it and tie Liston into knots.  It seemed the harder 
Liston tried to break out of the clinch, the more tied up he was! At the end of the round, Liston walked back to his 
corner with a serious and determined look.  He knew he was in for a fight. Johnson casually smiled and walked back 
to his corner. Both judges and the referee gave the round to Liston on “aggression”.  

 The second round was more of the same, Liston jabbing, while Johnson was blocking the punches with his 
right open glove, but this time, while Johnson was tying up Liston, Sonny felt some hard hooks, digging deep into 
his mid-section, followed by a powerful right uppercut.  Sonny had not experienced anything like that before. He 
now kept his distance with his powerful jab.  All three officials gave the round to Sonny, as he was “dictating the 
pace” of the fight.

 The third and fourth rounds followed the pattern of the second, except Johnson was now talking to Lis-
ton.  Johnson kept saying: “slow down Sonny, how you gonna go the distance”? Then he would simply laugh at the 
angered Liston.  Johnson laughed and said in a clinch, “Sonny, you can hit alright, you just can’t hit me”.  The more 
Johnson talked, the more furious, Sonny got.  The crowd; however was getting restless, as there wasn’t a lot of action.  
Mostly Liston throwing jabs, followed by powerful right hands, that Johnson seemed to know they were coming, 
before Liston knew he was throwing them! This was followed by constant clinching on the part of Johnson.  At the 
end of the fourth round, the referee Cy Gottfried went to Johnson’s corner and told him to “pick it up”.

Frank Freeman
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 The fifth round was an interesting round. Liston continued to dictate, the pace, with his powerful jabs, fol-
lowed by straight right hands, which Johnson craftily slipped, but Sonny was now following up the right hand with 
his powerful left hook.  The first one he landed and hurt Johnson.  Johnson was holding on.  The referee broke them 
up and Sonny threw the same combination.  This time Johnson partially blocked the left hook, took a step inside 
and hit Sonny with a short, straight, right hand just underneath the heart. Sonny’s legs buckled, Johnson inexplica-
bly once again clinched Liston, throwing some meaningless punches to Sonny’s side.

 The sixth round, a visibly tired Liston came out, but Johnson looked like he was taking the round off too!  
Most ringsiders thought that both fighters were taking the round off and reacted appropriately with sporadic boos.

 The seventh round was interesting, Sonny came out swinging. He visibly picked up the pace. Throwing 
repeated jabs, followed by powerful combinations, but it seemed that now, it was Liston clinching after furious ex-
changes. Johnson was in some sort of trouble, he kept avoiding clinches, while blocking Sonny’s destructive combi-
nations, all the time rubbing his eyes.  As the round was ending, Johnson fired what looked like a very powerful jab, 
that landed squarely on the right side of Liston’s face.  Liston took two steps back and covered up his right eye with 
his glove.  He was clearly in pain.  Johnson quickly grabbed him and clinched before the referee intervened.  He got 
close to Sonny’s ear and said: “Sonny, next time you try that liniment shit with me, I will thumb your other eye, so 
bad, it will fall off”! Sonny went back to his corner rubbing his right eye.

 The eighth and ninth rounds were uneventful.  Sonny’s right eye was swelling.  Sonny was slowing down the 
pace, but so was Johnson!  It was clear they were both tiring and the rounds were marred with constant clinching 
and holding. The referee Cy Gottfried was drenched in sweat from breaking up the fighters.

 The tenth round found Sonny catching his second wind.  His punches were starting to land despite the fact 
that his right eye was rapidly swelling. Johnson was unmarked, suddenly Liston caught Johnson with a grazing right 
hand and Johnson went down. He got up at the count of 6, shaking his head. Sonny charged like an enraged bull, 
but Johnson expertly tied up Liston. Johnson’s left hand cupped the back of Liston’s head, while holding Sonny’s left 
arm firmly tucked under his right arm pit. Liston furiously tried to break the clinch. Johnson whispered in Liston’s 
ear: “slow down you fool, you need to go the distance”.  This only enraged Sonny more and was fighting the vise- 
like grip of Johnson’s clinch.  

 The eleventh and twelfth rounds were once again marred by clinching and holding.  It seemed that the ref-
eree was working harder than the fighters!  Towards the end of the twelfth round once again, Liston caught Johnson 
with what looked like a grazing right hand.  Johnson’s legs buckled, but the bell sounded to end the round.  A clearly 
frustrated Liston went back to his corner.  Sonny’s cut man, Joe Polino was working feverishly on the right eye, 
which by now was almost swollen shut.

 A determined Sonny came out for the thirteenth round invigorated by his success in the prior round. 
Though well ahead on points, his eye was practically swollen shut, halfway thru the round, he looked spent.  John-
son on the other hand was unmarked and looked like he could go another 10 rounds.  Johnson, knowing he was 
well behind on points, started pressing the fight.  The crowd was really into it now expecting that Johnson would 
finish Liston, but it seemed Jack just couldn’t get the punches together to finish off Liston!

 The fourteenth round saw Liston come out with his eye completely shut.  His once powerful jabs were paw-
ing jabs, trying to keep Johnson away.  Johnson kept his distance with his hands held low.  He would brush away the 
jabs and tie up an exhausted Liston.  As the round was ending, a body blow doubled up Liston, but Johnson quickly 
tied him up as the bell ended the round.

 The bell sounded for the fifteenth and final round.  Both fighters got up.  Liston, though clearly ahead on 
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points, looked like a beaten fighter.  He got an ovation from the crowd as he came to the middle of the ring.  He had 
displayed great courage, throughout the second half of the fight, fighting with one eye closed against a great fighter 
like Johnson.  The cheers invigorated Sonny.  He was coming on strong.  Johnson appeared to be holding on for 
dear life, continuously tying up Liston in clinches.  The round was now coming to a close.  Johnson, his head close 
to Sonny’s ear whispered: “Listen to them Sonny, they’re cheering for you.  They want you to knock me out! Now 
don’t do anything stupid like fighting this Clay kid.  We’re going to make a lot of money in the next one! And one 
more thing Sonny, get in great shape, cause the next fight is for real”!  Sonny, smiled and slowly shuffled back to his 
corner.
   
 The decision was a formality.  Liston, the winner by unanimous decision.  Johnson went over to congratulate the 
smiling winner. He simply said: “we are gonna make a lot of money you and I.  Just remember what I told you”.  
  
  The next day, Edwin Pope, the sports editor for the Miami Herald’s lead story on the fight, started his column as 
follows: “I have known Sonny Liston, since 1958. Last night was the first time, I have ever seen him smile”.
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Chris Dundee in his environment, the Miami Beach 
Auditorium, with Doc Kearns and Joey Maxim
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The Night the Referee Hit Back: Memorable Moments from 
the World of Boxing 

by Mike Silver 
Foreword by Teddy Atlas 

 
What do Sugar Ray Robinson, Muhammad Ali, Marlon Brando, 
Sonny Liston, Woody Allen, Floyd Mayweather Jr., and Teddy 
Roosevelt all have in common? They are among the dozens of 
fascinating personalities who appear in Mike Silver’s newest 
book.  
 
The boxing world has witnessed some spectacular and iconic 
moments, from the “Thrilla in Manila” to the last encounter between 
Sugar Ray Robinson and Jake LaMotta. In The Night the Referee Hit 
Back: Memorable Moments from the World of Boxing, award-winning 
boxing journalist Mike Silver looks back at some of boxing’s most 
legendary fights, talks with Hall of Famers Archie Moore, Carlos Ortiz, 
Emile Griffith and Curtis Cokes, and analyzes the changes that have 
taken place in boxing since the Golden Age. This collection, drawn 
from the author’s best articles from the past 40 years, are a colorful 
mix of hard-hitting exposes, interviews, and light-hearted stories.  
 

In this fast-paced, enjoyable collection of essays, boxing historian 
Silver (The Arc of Boxing) gathers the best of his articles covering 
four decades of professional boxing . . . Along the way, Silver covers 
President Teddy Roosevelt’s early boxing days, as well as the 
championship bouts of Floyd Mayweather, and includes interviews 
with such greats as Archie Moore, Emile Griffith, and Carlos Ortiz. 
Loaded with information and anecdotes, this will be a welcome addition to the libraries of boxing fans and 
sports pundits., Publishers Weekly 

 
Mike Silver’s knowledge of boxing history is unparalleled, but what makes him so valuable to read is the 

insight he brings to the subject—whether he’s demythologizing the Thrilla in Manila, putting Floyd 
Mayweather’s achievements into critical perspective, or chronicling boxing’s bygone golden age. Collecting 
some of his finest work over the years, The Night the Referee Hit Back is a Silver primer for the uninitiated 
and a treasure trove for the connoisseur. Opinionated but fair, unsentimental but compassionate, and 
restless in its desire to improve understanding of a misunderstood sport, Silver’s work is essential for serious 
students of the fight game. -- Paul Beston, author of The Boxing Kings: When American Heavyweights 
Ruled The Ring 

 
 Mike Silver, perhaps boxing’s most revered historian, carries cotton swabs and smelling salts. The Night 
the Referee Hit Back, a survey of his best writing, is a head-clearing reminder that boxing wasn’t always 
such a mess; that it has the capability to be more than it is, that it should aspire to be more like it was. In this 
era of franchise champions and fading skill-sets, Silver is here to stop the bleeding. -- Springs Toledo, 
author and essayist 

 
 Mike Silver is the Sugar Ray Robinson of boxing writers—smooth, smart, powerful, and tough to beat. 
The good news is that you can step in the ring with him and not get hurt. Read this book. It’s a gem. -- 
Jonathan Eig, Ali: A Life 

 
Mike Silver is among the most knowledgeable boxing historians in the world. His interviews and 

observations in The Night the Referee Hit Back are both compelling and stimulating. Boxing has always 
given us plenty to write about, and Silver is right on it. -- Steve Farhood, boxing analyst for Showtime 
and member of the International Boxing Hall of Fame 
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 Brilliant! Mike Silver’s collection of essays and interviews in The Night the Referee Hit Back is 
informative and ceaselessly entertaining. He has the ear of a masterful writer, the keen eye of a critic, and 
the heart of an avid boxing fan. Mike Silver might be the most perceptive and skillful sportswriter of our 
generation. -- Colleen Aycock, author, The Magnificent Max Baer: The Life of the Heavyweight 
Champion and Film Star 

 
Anyone who comes to me with a boxing question I reflexively redirect to Mike Silver, who to my mind is, 

pound for pound, the greatest authority on the subject. (And no one who’s taken my advice has ever asked 
for a second suggestion!) This book is only further evidence of his expertise. -- David Margolick, author of 
Beyond Glory: Joe Louis vs. Max Schmeling, and a World on the Brink 

 
 For decades boxing was an art. It was filled with great practitioners and an array of rogues. In this 
collection of essays by Mike Silver, the reader is given a rare insight to what made boxing such a popular 
sport while at the same time pointing out its many flaws. Like the great art critics throughout the ages, Mr. 
Silver has that rare ability to look at something he loves while remaining honest about its flaws. If you want 
to truly understand what made boxing great and why it no longer is, you can have no better guide than Mike 
Silver. -- Bobby Franklin, editor, BoxingOverBroadway.com 

 
 Mike Silver has taken us on a journey through the history of boxing. He brings us inside places that no 
longer exist and through his writing, they suddenly come back to life. You can hear the rhythm of the speed 
bag and the thud, thud, thud of a heavybag. He gives a voice to the great fighters of yesteryear and 
compares them with the stars of today. Mike is unparalleled as a boxing historian and his work on these 
pages illustrates exactly why. -- Bobby Cassidy, Newsday 

 
This new book by Mike Silver does an amazing thing—at least it did to me. It brought a tear to my 

eye, a lump in the pit of my stomach, and a smile in my heart. This book has so much going for it: 
insight, knowledge, and wit are found on every page. Silver explores fighters and the colorful lives they 
lead. No one writes so thoroughly and accurately about boxing than Mike Silver. -- Peter Wood, 

member of the New Jersey Boxing Hall of Fame and author of A Clenched Fist: The Making of a 

Golden Gloves Champion 
 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:  
 
Mike Silver is an internationally respected historian and author. He is the author of two critically acclaimed 
books: The Arc of Boxing: The Rise and Decline of the Sweet Science (2008) and Stars in the Ring, Jewish 
Champions in the Golden Age of Boxing: A Photographic History (2016). Mike’s articles have also appeared 
in The New York Times, The Ring magazine, Boxing Monthly, and various boxing websites. He has been an 
Inspector with the New York State Athletic Commission; a boxing promoter; a historical consultant and on-air 
commentator for 19 televised boxing documentaries; a curator of the “Sting Like a Maccabee: The Golden 
Age of the American Jewish Boxer” exhibit at the National Museum of American Jewish History in 
Philadelphia (2004); and a co-curator of the San Francisco Jewish Film festival’s centerpiece program, 
“Jews, Boxing, and Hollywood” (2007). He continues to research and write about the sport as a member of 
the International Boxing Research Organization (IBRO). His website is mikesilverboxing.com. 
 

Product details 
Print Length: 272 pages. Illustrated 

Publisher: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers   
Publication Date: June 10, 2020 

Sold by: Amazon.com Services LLC 
Language: English 

ASIN: B08529M5W4 
 

This book is available on Amazon.Com in two formats: Hardcover $34.00 and Kindle $32.  
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Tough Man: The Greg Haugen Story 

by Anthony Zute George 
Foreward by Jeff Fenech 

 

Description: From the rough streets 

of Auburn, Washington, to the amateur 
circuit, the bars of Alaska, to the 
professional ranks, and the 
championship level, Greg Haugen has 
excelled in pugilism. For the first time, 
hear his own words about his boxing 
career. Anyone who has ever known 
Greg has respected him immensely as 
a boxer, even those who hate him. 
Read the testimonies of Hall of Famers 
Jeff Fenech, Al Bernstein, Kathy Duva, 
Don King, and Pernell Whitaker. 
Opponents Jeff Bumpus, Freddie 
Roach, Chris Calvin, Edwin Curet, Tony 
The Tiger Lopez, and Jimmy Paul, all 
give their stories of what it was like to 
fight against Greg. Tough Man: The 
Greg Haugen Story, peel the intriguing 
onion of the man they called, 'Mutt," 
boxings career. 
 

 
This book is available at Amazon and Barnes & Noble 

 
Product details 

Paperback: 352 pages 
Publisher: Dinner for Breakfast Productions (May 8, 2020) 

Language: English 
ISBN-10: 0578686112 

ISBN-13: 978-0578686110 
Product Dimensions: 6 x 0.8 x 9 inches 

Shipping Weight: 1.1 pounds 
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BOOK ANNOUNCEMENT 

Sporting Blood: Tales from the Dark Side of Boxing 

by Carlos Acevedo 

  

BOOK DETAILS: The essays that make up Sporting Blood 

include Acevedo’s moving meditation on Muhammad Ali; his 

penetrating look at Ali’s fearsome rival, the enigmatic Charles 

“Sonny” Liston; and his profile of Mike Tyson, which brilliantly 

conjures the Boy King’s late 1980s reign of terror. Acevedo offers 

many other unforgettable tales from boxing’s dark side, featuring 

Jack Johnson, Joe Frazier, Roberto Duran, Don Jordan, Aaron 

Pryor, Johnny Tapia, Eddie Machen, Jake LaMotta, and more. 

Forward by Pulitzer Prize nominee Thomas Hauser. “Carlos 

Acevedo is the most original, perceptive, and best new writer in 

boxing. Sporting Blood is a vivid and gripping collection.”―Donald 

McRae, writer for The Guardian and author of Dark Trade: Lost in 

Boxing 

 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Carlos Acevedo is a member of the Boxing Writers Association of 

America and was the founder of The Cruelest Sport. His work has appeared in Inside HBO 

Boxing, The Ring, Boxing News, Remezcla, Boxing Digest, Undisputed Champion Network, 

and Esquina Boxeo.  His stories “A Darkness Made to Order” and “A Ghost Orbiting Forever” 

both won first place awards from the BWAA.  He is currently editor of Hannibal Boxing. He 

lives in Brooklyn, New York. 

 

Carlos Acevedo 

Format: Hardcover (6 x 9) 

Pages: 232 

Bibliographic Info: Illustrated, general bibliography 

Copyright Date: 2020 

ISBN: 978-1-4766-7161-1 

Imprint: Hamilcar Publications 

This book is available on Amazon.Com 

A signed copy is also available to IBRO members in the United States for $36.00 (postage 

included).  Contact the author: carlitoacevedo@gmail.com.   
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Pittsburgh Boxing: A Pictorial History Paperback – May 4, 2020 
by Douglas Cavanaugh (Author) 

 

 

 

 
Product details 

Paperback: 196 pages 

Publisher: Independently published (May 4, 2020) 

Language: English 

ISBN-13: 979-8640587630 

ASIN: B087SJWFBY 

Product Dimensions: 8.5 x 0.5 x 11 inches 
 
 

This book is available from Amazon.Com 
 

Click Link Below 
 

AMAZON.COM 

 

PITTSBURGH’S      GREATEST      SPORTS      LEGACY,
RECLAIMED. Pittsburgh is a city that has always been
acutely  aware  of  its  sports  heritage,  from  the  Steelers  to
the Pirates to the Penguins. Yet over the passage of time it
has   somehow   managed   to   forget   perhaps   its   most
successful sporting tradition of all – its professional boxing
legacy.  In  an  attempt  to  exhume  what  sportswriter  Roy
McHugh dubbed “a lost civilization,” this book recalls many
of   the   Steel   City’s   forgotten   prizefighting   heroes   of
yesteryear  and  brings  them  back  to  life  in  pictures  and
words.  Pioneers  such  as  Dominick  McCaffrey  and  Jack
McClelland.  Hungry  clubfighters  like  Whitey  Wenzel  and
Eddie Wimler, along with early African_American standouts
like   Eddie   Carver   and   Young   Bijou.   There   are   top
contenders   like   Bob   Baker,   Johnny   Ray   and   Patsy
Brannigan  and  uncrowned  champs  like  Charley  Burley,
Tommy  Yarosz  and  Wee  Willie  Davis.  Then  of  course,

there  are  the  world  champions  themselves:  Billy  Conn,  Fritzie  Zivic,  Sammy  Angott,  Frank
Klaus,  Jackie  Wilson,  the  incomparable  Harry  Greb  (considered  by  many  experts  to  be  the
greatest pound for pound fighter of all-time), and many others. These and many more featured
inside  in  all  their  fistic  glory,  hopefully  to  reassert  their  rightful  place  among  Pittsburgh’s
greatest sports heroes.
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Mateo de la Osa 
BoxRec ID# 034602 
Born  1908  
Nationality Spain 
Division Heavyweight 
Residence Motrico, País Vasco, Spain 
Birth place Motrico, País Vasco, Spain 
Record to date:  won 24 (KOs 22) lost 10 (KOs 8) drawn 1 bouts 35 
 
   1927 
Aug 16 Jose Navals  Plaza de Toros, Tafalla, Comunidad Foral de Navarra, Spain  W TKO  
Oct 22 Johnston  Frontón Urumea, San Sebastian, País Vasco, Spain   W KO 1  
Dec 14 Jesus Lopez  Teatro Circo Price, Madrid, Comunidad de Madrid, Spain  W TKO 3 
   1928 
Feb   4 Rene Compere  Frontón Urumea, San Sebastian, País Vasco, Spain   W TKO 4  
Mar17 Gaston Marmouget Frontón Urumea, San Sebastian, País Vasco, Spain   W TKO 5  
Apr  7 Isidoro Gastanaga Frontón Urumea, San Sebastian, País Vasco, Spain   L   KO 2  
Jun   2 Pierre Boscq  Frontón Urumea, San Sebastian, País Vasco, Spain   W KO 2  
Jul  29 Agustin Santana  Frontón Municipal, Munguía, País Vasco, Spain   W KO 2  
Aug 4 Rene Compere  Frontón Urumea, San Sebastian, País Vasco, Spain   W KO 1  
Aug 25 Isidoro Gastanaga Frontón Jai-Alai, San Sebastian, País Vasco, Spain   W TKO 2  
Sep15 Jesus Rodriguez  Frontón Urumea, San Sebastian, País Vasco, Spain   W TKO 1  
Nov10 Antonio Gabiola  Frontón Euskalduna, Bilbao, País Vasco, Spain   W TKO 6  
   1929 
Mar  6 Arthur Vermaut  Frontón Jai-Alai, Madrid, Comunidad de Madrid, Spain  W KO 4 
Apr 13 Jimmy Mendes  Frontón Euskalduna, Bilbao, País Vasco, Spain   L   RTD 5  
May 26 Marcel Moret  Frontón Jai-Alai, San Sebastian, País Vasco, Spain   W TKO 6  
   1930 
Mar 22 Federico Malibran Havana, Cuba       L DQ 2  
Apr 12 Ray Townsend  Olympia Boxing Club, New York, New York     W KO 1  
Apr 19 Tom Colbert  Olympia Boxing Club, New York, New York     W KO 1  
Apr 26 Jack Middleton  Olympia Boxing Club, New York, New York     W KO 2  
May 10 Ludwig Haymann  Olympia Boxing Club, New York, New York     W KO 2  
Jun 12 Henry Lamar  Yankee Stadium, Bronx, New York, USA    L PTS 8 
Dec 12 Ralph Ficucello  Madison Square Garden, New York, New York    W TKO 3  
   1931 
May 2 Soren Petersen  Frontón Euskalduna, Bilbao, País Vasco, Spain   L  RTD 8  
Jul  28 Charley Retzlaff  Queensboro Stadium, Long Island City, Queens, New York   L  KO 3  
Oct  6 Steve Hayden  Queensboro Stadium, Long Island City, Queens, New York   W KO 1  
Oct 19 Ted Sandwina  St. Nicholas Arena, New York, New York, USA   D   10  
Nov 13 Ted Sandwina  Madison Square Garden, New York, New York    L  KO 6  
   1932 
Mar 18 Paul Cavalier  Boston Garden, Boston, Massachusetts, USA   L  TKO 6 
Jun   3 Epifanio Islas  Teatro Circo Price, Madrid, Comunidad de Madrid, Spain  W KO 3  
Jul    8 Joe La Roe  Teatro Circo Price, Madrid, Comunidad de Madrid, Spain  L   KO 7  
   1933 
Feb 19 Presidio Pavesi  Frontón del Club Deportivo, Bilbao, País Vasco, Spain  W PTS 10  
Mar 18 Hans Baumann  Frontón Central, Madrid, Comunidad de Madrid, Spain  W DQ 10  
May 16 Ernesto Baggiani  Teatro Circo Olympia, Barcelona, Cataluña, Spain   W KO 10  
Jun 22 Stefan Beneck  Salón Nuevo Mundo, Barcelona, Cataluña, Spain   W KO 1  
Jul 26 Arturo Godoy  Teatro Circo Olympia, Barcelona, Cataluña, Spain   L TKO 7  
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Name: Al Kale  
Alias: Paul Marconi/Young Al Kale 
Birth Name: Paolo Mercurio 
Born: 1896 
BoxRec ID# 050226 
Division  Featherweight 
Residence Buffalo, New York 
Birth place Brooklyn, New York 
 
Photo from the Daily Standard Union newspaper of Brooklyn, NY (5 Jan. 1914, p. 10) 
Al Kale (Young Al Kale) was a featherweight out of Buffalo, NY. He is not to be confused with 
Brooklyn Middleweight Al Kale. Updated record compiled by Bob Yalen. 

 
Won Lost Drawn ND NC Total Won/KO Lost/KO  
14 22   8  0 3  47 11 4 

ND  30 44 23  1            0  98 
Total 44 66 31  1  3 145 11 4 

   
1913 

May   9 Harry Rodden  East New York A.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND-L  3 
Jun    6 Battling Burke  East New York A.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND-D 3 
Jun  27 Battling Burke  East New York A.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND-D 6 
Jul   21 Jimmy O’Neil  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-D 4 
Jul   28 Young Stacker  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-L 4 
Aug   4 Eddie Jess  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-W 4 
Aug  18 Eddie Jess  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-W 4 
Sep    4 Young Zulu Kid  National A.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND-L 4 
Sep  19 Willie Andrews  East New York A.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND-D 6 
Oct     3 Willie Andrews  East New York A.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND-D 3 
Oct 22 Eddie Jones  Vanderbilt A.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND-W     6 
Nov  21 Marty 'Kid' Taylor East New York A.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND-L 6 
Dec  10 Kid Lightcap  Dexter Park Arena, Brooklyn, New York    ND-D 6 
Dec  30 Charlie McDonald Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-D 6 
 

1914 
 
Jan    5 Young Lundy  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     W KO     7 
Jan  10 Johnny Ring  Crescent A.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND- D 4 
Feb  20 Jake Brandt  East New York A.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND-L 6 
Mar    2 Jimmy Taylor  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-L 10 
Mar    5 Billy West  Dexter Park Arena, Brooklyn, New York    W TKO 2 
Mar  30 Eddie Harris  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-W 10 
May  18 Harry Johnson  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     NC 4 
Jun     1 Jem Mace  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-W 10 
Jun   15 Charlie McDonald Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-W 10 
Jul      6 Tommy Flanagan Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-L 10 
Aug    3 Larry Wells  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-L 10 
Aug  24 Larry Wells  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-L 10 
Sep    7 Jimmy Delmont  Bergens Beach S.C., Brooklyn, New York    W KO 2 
Sep  14 Mickey Donnelly  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-L 10 
Oct   26 Harry Johnson  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-W 10 
Nov    9 Johnny Hart  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-D 10 
Nov   20 Frankie Daly  Dexter Park Arena, Brooklyn, New York    ND-D 10 
Dec  28 Harry Johnson  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-L 10 
  

1915 
Jan    2 Sailor Hubon  Queensboro A.C., Long Island, New York    ND-L 10 
Jan  25 Joe Daly  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-D 10 
Feb   2 Jem Mace  Broadway A.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND-W 10 
Mar    8 Pat Daley  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-D 10 
May 29 Stump Hoffman  Queensboro A.C., Long Island, New York    ND-W  
Jun    8 Jack Brandt  Broadway A.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND-D 6 
Aug   8 Young Finnegan  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-W 10 
Sep 27 Harry Leroy  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-W 10 
Nov   8 Johnny Hayes  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-W 10 
Nov  19 Young Benny  Vanderbilt A.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND-L 10 
Nov  22 Frankie Mahon  Broadway A.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND-W 6 
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1916 
Jan   15 Young Alberts  Queensboro A.C., Long Island, New York    ND-W 10 
Jan   29 Johnny Krauss  Queensboro A.C., Long Island, New York    ND-L 10 
Feb  22 Willie Kohler  Queensboro A.C., Long Island, New York    ND-L 10 
Apr     4 Jimmy Burns  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-W 10 
May 12 Jake Brandt  Freeport S.C., Freeport, New York    W TKO 5 
Jun    3 Twin Nadle  Broadway Arena, Brooklyn, New York    ND-L 6 
Jun  13 Twin Nadle  Broadway Arena, Brooklyn, New York    ND-D 6 
Jul   10 Mickey Delmont  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-D 10 
Jul   24 Jimmy Murray  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-D 10 
Aug 28 Jimmy Murray  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-D 10 
Sep  11 Frankie Wilson  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-L 10 
Oct    9 Abe Friedman  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-L 10 
Oct  19 Johnny Williams  Clermont A.C., Brooklyn, New York    W KO 2 
Oct  23 Darkey Griffith  Vanderbilt A.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND-L 10 
Nov 13 Jimmy Murray  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-W 10 
Nov  20 Kid Taylor  Vanderbilt A.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND-L 10 
Dec 26 Young George Erne Broadway Auditorium, Buffalo, New York    ND-W 4 
 

1917 
Jan    1 Harry Coulin  Broadway Auditorium, Buffalo, New York    ND-L 4 
Jan    9 Harry Coulin  Broadway Auditorium, Buffalo, New York    ND-W 6 
Jan  15 Joe Leopold  Broadway Auditorium, Buffalo, New York    ND-L 6 
Feb  26 Willie Burke  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-L 10 
Mar   5 George Brown  Flower City A.C., Rochester, New York    ND-W 10 
Mar  19 Jimmy Murray  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-W 10 
Apr    2 Benny Valger  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-L 10 
Apr    9 George Brown  Flower City A.C., Rochester, New York    ND-W 10 
Apr  10 Jesse Morey  Broadway Auditorium, Buffalo, New York    ND-L 6 
Apr  27 Young George Erne Buffalo, New York      ND-W 6 
May 14 Charley Goodman Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-D 10 
May 18 Steve Kid Sullivan Vanderbilt A.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND-L 10 
Jun    4 Tommy Elm  Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-L 10 
Jun    8 Frankie Wilson  Freeport S.C., Freeport, New York    ND-L 10 
Jul    16 Happy Mahoney  Vanderbilt A.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND-L 10 
Aug  27 Willie Thompson Military A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-W 10 
Sep  27 Jackie Moore  Broadway Auditorium, Buffalo, New York    ND-D 6 
Oct    5 Patsy Johnson  Broadway Auditorium, Buffalo, New York    ND-W 6 
Oct  23 Frankie Farina  Broadway Auditorium, Buffalo, New York    ND-W 6 
 

1918 
May    9 Harry Coulin  Eagles Hall, Buffalo, New York     ND-L 6 
May  11 Jake Schiffer  Hamilton, Ontario, Canada     L PTS 10 
May  13 Ralph Brady  Broadway Auditorium, Buffalo, New York    ND-L 6 
Nov    5 Packey O'Gatty  Grand View Auditorium, Jersey City, New Jersey   ND-L 6 
 

1919 
 

Jan    1 Young Patty  Elm A.A., Paterson, New Jersey     W DSQ 6 
Jan  13 Harry Anthony  Elm A.A., Paterson, New Jersey     ND-L      8 
Mar   3 Freddie Smith  Elm A.A., Paterson, New Jersey     W TKO 1  
Mar  24 Teddy Meyers  Broadway Auditorium, Buffalo, New York    ND-D 6 
Mar  31 Bud Christiano  Broadway Auditorium, Buffalo, New York    ND-D 10 
Apr     5 Johnny Burns  Arena, Syracuse, New York     ND-W 8 
May    8 Cy Martin  Queen St. Arena, Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada   D   6 
May  21 Bobby Eber  Bradford, Pennsylvania      L PTS 6 
May  29 Harry Coulin  Broadway Auditorium, Buffalo, New York    L DSQ  4 
May  30 Chip Davis  Recreaction Hall, Elmira, New York    ND-D 10 
Sep   26 Cy Martin  Miller's Hall, Buffalo, New York     ND-L 10 
Oct   23 Happy Smith  Arena, Syracuse, New York     ND-L  
Oct  30 Phil Logan  Lyric Theatre, Jamestown, New York    ND-L 10 
Nov 11 Phil Logan  Olean, New York       ND-L 10 
Nov 18 Eddie Harlow  Sayre, Pennsylvania      ND-W  
Dec  5 Dick Loadman  Thurston Auditorium, Lockport, New York    ND-L 10 
Dec 12 Jimmy Goodrich  Maltosia Hall, Buffalo, New York     ND-W  6 
Dec 16 Eddie Ketchell  Arena, Syracuse, New York     ND-L 10 

 
1920 
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Jan 16 Johnny Murray  Maltosia Hall, Buffalo, New York     ND-L 10 
Feb 06 Johnny McCoy  Miller's Hall, Buffalo, New York     ND-L 6 
Feb 20 Phil Logan  New Sayre Theatre, Sayre, Pennsylvania    ND-L 10 
Feb 25 Joe Leonard  Falls Club Rooms, Niagara Falls, New York   W TKO  4 
Mar 29 Sammy Sieger  Grand Theatre, Trenton A.C., Trenton, New Jersey   ND-L 8 
Mar  31 Johnny Davey  Eagles Hall, Niagara Falls, New York    ND-L 8 
May 17 Joe Baker  Olympic A.C., Jamestown, New York    ND-D 10 
Jul  13 Eddie Summers  Athletic Park, Scranton, Pennsylvania    ND-W 10 
Jul  30 Joe Baker  Binghamton, New York      ND-W 6 
Aug 19 Harvey Bright  Athletic Park, Scranton, Pennsylvania    ND-L 10 
Nov 25 Luke Tenner  Tatum Park, Miami, Florida     ND-W 10 
 

1921 
Jan 01 Eddie Wallace  East New York A.C., Brooklyn, New York    L PTS 15 
Mar 31 Silent Regan  Columbus Hall, Yonkers, New York    L KO 12 
Apr 30 Solly Seeman  Hunts Point Palace, Bronx, New York    L PTS 15 
Jun 03 Carl Duane  Ocean Park Casino, Long Branch, New Jersey   NC 6 
Aug 04 Eddie Brady  Jamaica A.C., Brooklyn, New York    L PTS 12 
Sep 02 Jackie Moore  5th Regiment Armory, New York, New York   L PTS 12 
Sep 17 Barney Williams  47th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   W PTS 12 
Oct  01 Johnny Hayes  47th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   W PTS 10 
Oct  15 Jackie Moore  47th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   ND 5 
    (Both fighters were thrown out) 
Dec Eddie Mirman  Hupts Palace Club, Bronx, New York    L KO 3 
    (not confirmed)       
 
Nov 19 Jimmy Mars  Walker AC, Astoria, New York     L PTS 12 
 

1922 
Mar  02 Jimmy Welling  Polish Club, Paterson, New Jersey    NC 3 
May 06 Joe Smith  Clermont Avenue Rink, Brooklyn, New York   L PTS 6 
Jun 29 Al Delmont  Broad A.C., Newark, New Jersey     L KO 5 
Nov 21 Joe Glick  47th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   L PTS 12 
Dec 12 Joe Eppy  47th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   D   10 
 

1923 
Jan 09 Young Diamond  47th Regiment Armory, New York, New York   L PTS 8 
Feb 02 Joe Glick  2nd Naval Militia Armory, Brooklyn, New York   L PTS 12 
Aug 14 Tommy Thomas  47th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   L PTS 6 
Oct 27 Wes Williams  14th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   D   10 
 

1924 
May 17 Lew Williams  14th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   L PTS 6 
Jun  14 Wes Williams  14th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   D   8 
Oc t 11 Jack Smith  14th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   W PTS 6 
Oct  28 Jimmy Werner  27th Division Train Armory, Brooklyn, New York   L PTS 6 
Dec 06 Billy Tosk  14th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   L PTS 6 
Dec 27 Jack Smith  14th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   W KO 3 
 

1925 
 

Jan 10 Fred Nieman  14th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   L PTS 6 
Feb 07 Larry Hansen  14th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   D   6 
Feb 21 Jack Smith  14th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   W KO 2 
Mar 07 Larry Hansen  14th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   D    6 
Apr 09 Red Magee  102nd Medical Regiment Armory, New York, New York  L KO 7 
Jun 13 Larry Hansen  14th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   D   6 
Nov 28 George Keyes  14th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   L PTS 6 
Dec 12 Larry Hansen  14th Regiment Armory, Brooklyn, New York   D   6 
 
NOTES: Early in his career (1913) he claimed fights against Young Brooks, Eddie King, Young Brownie, and others... 
There are a number of other fights which were scheduled that I have not been able to come up with the results for, including: 

 07/18/14 - Young O'Leary in Brooklyn (Bergen Beach S.C.) 

 08/28/14 - Johnny Murray in Brooklyn (Bergen Beach S.C.) 

 10/03/14 - Tony Peters in Long Island City (Queensboro A.C.) 

 04/19/15 - Terry Miller in Brooklyn (Long Acre A.A.) 

 12/31/15 - Harry Bloom in Brooklyn (East New York A.C.) 

 07/31/16 - Phil Franchini in Brooklyn (Military A.C.) 
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Matt Wells 

BoxRec  ID# 051681 

Born   December 14, 1886 

Birth place  Walworth, London, UK 

Death date  June 27, 1953 (age 66) 

Residence  Walworth, London, UK 

Division  lightweight/Welterweight 

Stance  orthodox 

Height  5′ 4″   /   163cm 

Weight  126-150 lbs. 

 

Matt Wells defeated Hall of Fame fighters Owen Moran, Abe 

Attell, and Freddie Welsh in his career. During his 

amateur career, he won four consecutive ABA Lightweight 

titles (1904-07). Wells also competed at the 1908 London 

Olympic Games in the lightweight division. 
 

Record  won 31 (KOs 7)  lost 19 (KOs 2)  drawn 2  ND NC bouts 52 

No Decision won 19  Lost 11  drawn 1  2 1  34 

Total   50   30   3  2 1 bouts 86 

 

 

    1909 

 

Nov  1 Battling Lacroix King's Hall, London Road, London, UK   W PTS 10 

Dec 20 Bob Russell  The King's Hall, London Road, Walworth, London, UK W PTS 10 

 

    1910 

 

Jan  1 Gunner Hart  Surrey Music Hall, Southwark, London, UK  W PTS 6 

Jan 10 Dick Lee  The Empire, Holborn, London, UK    D   6 

Feb 19 Sid Stagg  Wonderland, Whitechapel Road, Mile End, London, UK W PTS 10 

Mar 14 Jack Turner  Wonderland, Whitechapel Road, Mile End, London, UK W PTS 20 

Apr 14 Young Nipper  King's Hall, London Road, Southwark, London, UK D   6 

May  5 Smiling Eddie Kelly Combine A.C., Yonkers, New York     ND-W 8 

May 25 Eddie McMahon  Yonkers, New York       ND 10 

Jun  1 Mark Anderson  Combine A.C., Yonkers, New York     ND-W 8 

Jun 25 Dick Miller  Yonkers, New York       ND 10 

Jun 28 Charley Lawrence Fairmont A.C., Bronx, New York     ND-W 10 

Jul  5 Billy Leary  New York, New York       ND-W 10 

Jul 19 Johnny Dohan  Fairmont A.C., Bronx, New York     ND-W 10 

Aug  8 Paddy Sullivan Olympia Boxing Club, New York, New York   ND-L 10 

Sep 13 Jimmy Howard  Fairmont A.C., Bronx, New York     W DQ 9 

 

    1911 

 

Feb 27 Freddie Welsh  National Sporting Club, Covent Garden, London, UK W PTS 20 

    - European Lightweight Title 

Jun  2 Leach Cross  Harlem River Casino, New York, New York   ND-W 10 

Jun 24 Phil.Pal Moore Armory A.A., Boston, Massachusetts    W PTS 12 

Jul 19 Dick Hyland  Albany, New York       ND-W 10 

Jul 28 Willie Moody  Fairhill S.C., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania   ND-W 6 

Aug 30 Knockout Brown Madison Square Garden, New York, New York   ND-W 10 

Sep 20 Abe Attell  Madison A.C., New York, New York     ND-W 10 

Oct  5 Billy Donovan  Olympic B.C., Toronto, Ontario, Canada   W KO 5 

 

    1912 

 

Apr 26 Packey McFarland Madison Square Garden, New York, New York   ND-L 10 

Jun  5 Young Abe Brown Royale A.C., Brooklyn, New York     ND-W 10 

Jun  7 Bobby Wilson  Oneida County A.A., Utica, New York    ND-L 10 

Sep 16 Hughie Mehegan National Sporting Club, Covent Garden, London, UK L DQ 14 

Nov 11 Freddie Welsh  National Sporting Club, Covent Garden, London, UK L PTS 20 

    - European Lightweight Title 

Dec 26 Johnny Basham  Theatre, Swansea, Wales, UK    W KO 7 
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    1913 

 

Feb 24 Hughie Mehegan National Sporting Club, Covent Garden, London, UK W PTS 20 

Aug  9 Hughie Mehegan Sydney Stadium, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia W PTS 20 

Sep 27 Owen Moran  Sydney Stadium, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia W PTS 20 

Nov  3 Hughie Mehegan W.Melbourne Stadium, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia L PTS 20 

Nov 29 Harry Stone  Sydney Stadium, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia L PTS 20 

 

    1914 

 

Jan 17 Herb (Kid) McCoy Sydney Stadium, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia L PTS 20 

Feb 28 Ray Bronson  Sydney Stadium, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia W TKO 7 

Mar 21 Tom McCormick  Sydney Stadium, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia W PTS 20 

    - British Empire Welterweight Title 

Oct 12 Young Nipper  The Ring, Blackfriars Road, Southwark, London, UK W PTS 15 

 

    1915 

 

Jan 21 Gus Platts  Liverpool Stadium, Pudsey Street, Liverpool, UK W PTS 15 

Mar 22 Johnny Basham  London Opera House, Kingsway, London, UK  L PTS 15 

Jun  1 Mike Glover  Arena (Atlas A.A.), Boston, Massachusetts   L PTS 12 

    - World Welterweight Title 

Jul 13 Young Neil  Allentown, Pennsylvania      ND-D 10 

Aug  7 Willie Schaefer Fairmont A.C., Bronx, New York     ND-W 10 

Oct 29 Charley White  Auditorium, Milwaukee, Wisconsin     ND-W 10 

Nov 19 Young Abe Brown Harlem S.C., New York, New York     ND-W 10 

Nov 25 Steve Latzo  Olympia A.C., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania   ND-L 6 

Nov 29 Johnny Griffiths Akron, Ohio        ND-L 12 

Dec 10 Johnny Dundee  Italian Riverside Club, New Haven, Connecticut  L PTS 12 

 

    1916 

 

Jan  4 Charley White  Hippodrome, Boston, Massachusetts    W PTS 12 

Feb 29 Johnny Griffiths Columbus, Ohio       ND-L 12 

Mar 20 Charley White  Broadway A.C., Cincinnati, Ohio     ND-L 10 

Apr  6 Charley White  Kansas City, Missouri      L PTS 15 

Apr 18 Eddie Murphy  Armory, Boston, Massachusetts     W PTS 12 

May 16 Johnny Dundee  Arena, Boston, Massachusetts     L PTS 12 

Jun  9 Frankie Mack  Genesee Arena, Rochester, New York    ND-L 10 

Jul 11 Charley White  Boston, Massachusetts      L TKO 5 

 

    1917 

 

Apr 10 Lockport Jimmy Duffy  Broadway Auditorium, Buffalo, New York   ND-L 10 

May  1 Walter Mohr  National S.C., Albany, New York     ND-W 10 

May 25 Lockport Jimmy Duffy  Hamilton, Ontario, Canada    L PTS 10 

Jun 11 Walter Mohr  Airdome A.C., Rochester, New York    ND-W 10 

Jun 16 Phil Bloom  Broadway S.C., Brooklyn, New York    ND-W 10 

Jun 19 Kid Curley  Urban Liberty Park, Buffalo, New York    ND-W 10 

Aug 27 Bryan Downey  Airdome A.C., Rochester, New York    ND-L 10 

Sep 17 Bryan Downey  Coliseum, Columbus, Ohio      ND-L 12 

Sep 28 Frankie Nelson Arena, Syracuse, New York      ND-W 10 

Oct  5 Charley White  Arena, Syracuse, New York      NC 9 

Oct  9 Young Maxwell  Albany, New York       W DQ 4 

Oct 29 Harlem Eddie Kelly 20th Century A.C., Pittsfield, Massachusetts   W PTS 12 

 

    1918  

 

     (No Activity) 

 

    1919 

 

Oct 20 Kid Carter  National Sporting Club, Covent Garden, London, UK W PTS 20 

Nov 13 Johnny Basham  Holborn Stadium, Holborn, London, UK   L PTS 20 

    - British Empire Welterweight Title 

Dec 26 Ted Kid Lewis  Royal Albert Hall, Kensington, London, UK  L RTD 12 
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    1920 

 

Mar 18 Phil Bloom  Holborn Stadium, Holborn, London, UK   L PTS 15 

Apr 24 Ted Moore  Palace Theatre, Plymouth, Devon, UK   L PTS 20 

May  8 Bermondsey Billy Wells  The Ring, Blackfriars Road, Southwark, London, UK W DQ 15 

Jun  4 Fred Newberry  The Peoples' Palace, Mile End, London, UK  W PTS 20 

Jun 12 Gus Platts  Pheasant Inn Grounds, Carbrook, Yorkshire, UK  W PTS 20 

Jun 26 Joe Attwood  The Ring, Blackfriars Road, Southwark, London, UK W TKO 5 

Aug  7 Ted Moore  The Ring, Blackfriars Road, Southwark, London, UK L DQ 13 

Nov 27 Kid Plested  Tyneside Stadium, Wallsend, Tyne and Wear, UK  W KO 6 

Dec 11 Joe Davis  The Dome, Brighton, Sussex, UK    W TKO 10 

 

    1921 

 

Aug 31 Seaman Nobby Hall Cosmopolitan Gymnasium, Plymouth, Devon, UK  L PTS 15 

Oct 31 Carlos   National Sporting Club, Covent Garden, London, UK W TKO 13 

Dec 29 Ted Moore  Premierland, Whitechapel, London, UK   L PTS 15 

 

    1922 

 

Apr 17 Stanley Glen  Tredegar Road Drill Hall, Bow, London, UK  W PTS 15 

May 12 Jack Hart  Premierland, Whitechapel, London, UK   W PTS 15 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Jackie Fields Amateur Record 

Researched by Bob Yalen 
     

1922     

     

May 25 Charlie Shirley L 4 Los Angeles L.A. Athletic Club 

Jun 22 Eudei Reco  W 3 Los Angeles L.A. Athletic Club 

Jul  4 Eudei Reco   Santa Barbara  

Jul 19     Los Angeles  

     

1923     

     

Jan 11 Johnny Conroy  L 3 Los Angeles L.A. Athletic Club 

Apr 19 Sailor Reyes   Los Angeles L.A. Athletic Club 

Jun 21 Arthur Arsenault  Los Angeles L.A. Athletic Club 

Aug  9 Murray Wood  TKO 1 Los Angeles L.A. Athletic Club 

Sep  6 Ted Henry  TKO 2 Los Angeles L.A. Athletic Club 

Oct 25 Dan Conley  W 3 Los Angeles L.A. Athletic Club 

Nov  8 Jimmy Piela  W 4 Los Angeles L.A. Athletic Club 

Nov 21 Eddie Gleason   Los Angeles L.A. Athletic Club 

Dec  6 Henry Garcia  W 3 Los Angeles L.A. Athletic Club 

Dec 20 Jimmy Piela  W 3 Los Angeles L.A. Athletic Club 

     

1924     

     

Feb  7 August Gotto  W 3 Los Angeles L.A. Athletic Club 

Mar  6 Archie Wollman KO 2 Los Angeles L.A. Athletic Club 

May 19 Thomas Jarrett W 3 Boston National AAU prelims 

May 20 Phil Woods  W 3 Boston National AAU quarters 

May 21 Harry Wallach  L 3 Boston National AAU semis 

Jul 15 Mossy Doyle  W 3 Paris Olympic Games 1st round 

Jul 16 Olaf Hansen  W 3 Paris Olympic Games 2nd round 

Jul 18 Carlos Abarca  W 3 Paris Olympic Games quarters 

Jul 19 Pedro Quartucci W 3 Paris Olympic Games semis 

Jul 20 Joe Salas  W 3 Paris Olympic Games finals 

Sep 18 Joe Salas  W 4 Vernon Vernon Arena 

Sep 25     Los Angeles Newsboys Club 

Oct 16 Dan Woods  W 4 Los Angeles L.A. Athletic Club 

Nov  6 Al Leonard  W 3 Los Angeles L.A. Athletic Club 

Dec 10 Dan Woods  W 4 Alhambra  

     

Notes: 1. Final record was supposedly 51-3    
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September 21, 1911 New York Times 
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Dan
Text Box
Weights from Milwaukee Free Press, September 21, 1911. Wells, 137 pounds; Attell, 121 1/2 pounds.

Dan
Text Box



April 6, 1920, New York Times 
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May 13, 1920 New York Times 
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May 25, 1920 New York Times 

May 13, 1920 New York Times 
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 New York Times  - April 5, 1930  
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New York Times - May 4, 1930 
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New York Times - May 6, 1930 
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New York Times - May 10, 1930 
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New York Times - May 17, 1930 
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New York Times - May 24, 1930                                                Boston Globe - May 26, 1930 
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New York Times - May 29, 1930                                             New York Times - June 4, 1930   
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New York Times - June 13, 1930 
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Boston Globe  - June 24, 1930 

Primo Carnera vs George Godfrey 
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New York Times - June 26, 1930 
 

 

Notes 

The title had been vacated 

by Tommy Loughran when 

he entered the heavyweight 

ranks. Rosenbloom was 

recognized by the NBA as 

World Champion; Slattery 

was recognized by the 

NYSAC. The verdict was 

"highly unpopular" with the 

15,000 fans. The United 

Press score sheet gave 

Rosenbloom 8 rounds and 

Slattery 4, with 3 even. 

Referee Patsy Haley, after 

being almost knocked out 

by one of Rosenbloom's 

wild swings, gave his 

decision to Slattery. He was 

overruled by two judges, 

both of whom voted for 

Rosenbloom. 
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New York Times May 11, 1940 
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New York Times - April 27, 1940                  New York Times - May 21, 1940 
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New York Times - May 24, 1940 
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New York Times - June 6, 1940 
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New York Times - June 21, 1940 
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New York Times - April 1, 1950 
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New York Times - May 27, 1950                                           New York Times - May 29, 1950                                    
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New York Times - May 30, 1950                                 Boston Globe - June 1, 1950 
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New York Times - June 6, 1950 
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FINAL BELL 
 

Hector Thompson - Australian boxing is in mourning after the passing of the 
legendary Hector Thompson in Brisbane early on Wednesday morning, May 
20, 2020. A former Australian and Commonwealth light-welterweight 
champion, Thompson fought 87 times in a 10-year professional career.  He 
was 70 years old. A slick ring practitioner and a powerful body puncher, 
Thompson fought for world titles on two seperate occasions, including a 
bruising 1973 encounter with Roberto Duran. Thompson's battle with Duran 
came on the back of a 26-fight unbeaten run in which he won the Australian 
super-lightweight title, the Australasian lightweight title and the 
Commonwealth super-lightweight belt. It was during this run that Thompson 
became an Australian fan favourite, with a pair of wars opposite New 
Zealand's world-ranked Manny Santos propelling him towards the top of the 
lightweight ranks. Fighting in front of a raucous home crowd in Panama City, Duran had recorded 30 
knockout victories in his 35 wins to that point and expected an easy night. It was anything but. 
Although Duran claimed an eighth round TKO victory, he was left with a badly swollen left eye and 
was reportedly taken to hospital with a broken rib. Thompson was back in the ring just five weeks 
later, defending his Commonwealth super lightweight title against Joe Tetteh, who he'd taken the belt 
from earlier in the year. After winning 16 of his next 17 fights, Thompson returned to Panama for 
another world title shot, this time against Colombia's longtime super lightweight world champion 
Antonio Cervantes. It was another brutal affair, but Thompson came away empty handed again after 
the doctor stopped the bout ahead of the eighth round due to a cut. Thompson retired in 1980 with a 
73-12-2 (KO 27/KO by 7) record. Born in Kempsey on June 24, 1949, Thompson was raised in a 
boys' home after the death of his mother at a young age. He turned pro at the age of 19, saying 
boxing offered him the best chance to make a living and help his family. He was inducted into the 
Australian National Boxing Hall of Fame in 2005. By Brendan Bradford, Sporting News 
 
Freddie Stewart - The Thorburn, Nova Scotia, Canada middleweight died May 20, 2020, at the age 
of 94. He was born Frederick Roy Stewart on January 20, 1926, and was active from 1946-1955, 
compiling a record of 4-5-1 (KO 2/KO by 1). BoxRec 
 
Franco Nenci - The Livorno, Toscana, Italy welterweight died May 15, 2020, at the age of 85. He was 
born in the same city on January 25, 1935, and was active from 1957-1967, compiling a record of 36-
13-8 (KO 2/KO by 8). Nenci had an outstanding amateur career and represented Italy at the 1956 
Melbourne Olympic Games, winning a silver medal as a Light Welterweight. During his professional 
career, he defeated such fighters as Annibale Omodei, Charley Douglas, Jesse Jones, Manuel Sosa, 
Francesco Caruso, Bruno Ravaglia, Jacques Chauveau, Luigi Furio, Franco Bianchini, Sadok 
Omrane, Marcello Santucci, and Elio Nero. He also fought such fighters as Mario Vecchiatto, 
Fortunato Manca, Domenico Tiberia, Giacomo Putti, Claude Saluden, Alfredo Parmeggiani, Cesareo 
Barrera, and Garbis Zakaryan. BoxRec 
 
Vince "Thunder" Hopper - The former Detroit light-heavyweight died May 11, 
2020, due to a work accident in the Detroit area.  He was 58 at the time of his 
death.  He was born Vincent Scott Hopper on November 15, 1961, and compiled a 
professional record of 16-3-2 (KO 8/KO by 1) between 1984-1992.  His most 
notable opponents included Chris Reid (Draw-10) and Seamus McDonagh (LD-
10), both held in Madison Square Garden.  His only stoppage loss was by a cut 
eye. He is survived by three children. Bob Ryder and Bruce Keilty 
 
Tom Jancsy - The former Everett, Massachusetts welterweight died in Medford, Massachusetts at 
the age of 65, on May 9, 2020. He was born Thomas P. Jancsy on September 26, 1954, and was a 
graduate of Everett High School, Class of '72, and attended Bunker Hill Community College. Tom 
loved the sport of boxing as a former amateur and professional fighter; his real joy was teaching 
others the sweet science as a trainer. He fought professionally from 1979-1982 and compiled a record 
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of 5-5-0 (KO 1/KO by1). Tom was a former Teamster at August A. Busch in Medford and a retired 
Ironworker of Local 7. BoxRec and legacy.com 
 
Jimmy Glenn - Jimmy Glenn, the beloved owner of a popular bar in Times 
Square who was a trainer, cut man, and manager for many years, died May 
7, 2020, from complications caused by COVID-19. Glenn, 89, 
was hospitalized in mid-April and never recovered, according to his son Adam 
Glenn. A gentleman revered throughout the boxing world, the soft-spoken 
Glenn spent more than 70 years in boxing in various capacities. Glenn began 
working as a trainer early in the 1950s, not long after a brief amateur career 
in which he lost to eventual heavyweight champion Floyd Patterson. A native 
of South Carolina who moved to New York City in 1944, Glenn worked with 
Patterson, Terrence Alli, Bobby Cassidy, Ralph Correa, Howard Davis Jr., 
Jameel McCline, Mark McPherson, and John Meekins, among others, during 
his lengthy career as a cornerman. Promoter Lou DiBella, a longtime friend 
whose company is based in Manhattan, reflected Thursday on Glenn’s 
genuine kindness. “I loved him,” DiBella told BoxingScene.com. “He was a 
family member to me. He’s as good a man as I’ve ever known. Other than my own father, I’ve never 
known anybody like Jimmy. I really feel the same way I felt the day my dad died. That’s how I feel 
right now, similarly. That’s how much the guy meant to me. There was nobody better than Jimmy 
Glenn, man. He was one of the best human beings I’ve ever known in every way. He was strong, but 
he had a heart of gold. “You talk about people who walk this Earth who are just better basically than 
most of us, and he was one of those people. He’s been a big part of my life for like 30 years. Literally, 
from when I first met him, when I first started at HBO and Artie Curry first introduced me to Jimmy and 
I started hanging out at his bar, he became a confidante. Every time I ever saw him, he told me that 
he loved me. Every, single time in 30 years.” Glenn first trained amateur boxers at the Third Moravian 
Church in East Harlem, where he helped keep countless kids off the streets. In the late 1970s, Glenn 
opened the Times Square Boxing Club in Manhattan. By then, Glenn’s bar, Jimmy’s Corner, had 
become a Manhattan landmark frequented by boxing fans and non-boxing fans alike, all of whom 
loved its festive, nostalgic feel. The iconic Jimmy’s Corner, which opened in 1971, is known for its 
walls adorned with boxing memorabilia and often is a hot spot for fans, journalists, boxers, and others 
involved in the sport, especially when there are boxing cards in New York. Sammy Davis Jr., Robert 
DeNiro, Michael Jordan, and Frank Sinatra were among the celebrities Glenn recalled coming to 
Jimmy’s Corner in a WPIX segment that aired four years ago. Numerous pros and amateurs trained 
regularly for nearly two decades at the Times Square Boxing Club, which was also known for its old-
school atmosphere before it closed due to the renovation of Times Square. Jimmy’s Corner remains a 
thriving business as it approaches the 50th anniversary of its opening. Glenn was inducted into the 
New Jersey Boxing Hall of Fame in 2002. He also was part of the New York Boxing Hall of Fame’s 
inaugural class in 2012. Glenn is survived by his son, Adam, a Harvard Law graduate and former 
corporate attorney who now runs Jimmy’s Corner. Keith Idec, senior writer/columnist for 
BoxingScene.com 

Steve Woods - The Cincinnati, Ohio middleweight died on May 7, 2020, at the age of 67. He was 
born Steven Michael Woods on December 1, 1952, and was active from 1978-1981, compiling a 
record of 6-6-0 (KO 3/KO 3). BoxRec 
 
Pedro Alvarez - The Ciudad Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico welterweight died on May 5, 2020, at the 
age of 89. He was born Pedro Salomon Alvarez in Monterrey, Nuevo León, Mexico on July 7, 1930, 
and was active from 1947-1955, compiling a record of 10-17-4 (KO 5/KO by 13). During his career, he 
fought such fighters as Hank Davis, Felipe Aguilar, and Eusebio Hernandez, BoxRec 
 

Robert “Ducky” Dietz - He was born Robert William Dietz in Detroit on February 4, 1934, the sixth 
out of seven siblings. He died on May 3, 2020, at age 86 after contracting the coronavirus but was 
suffering from bone cancer and Alzheimer’s at the time of his death—not that he ever lost his quick wit 
or the twinkle in his eye. Ducky attended Denby High School in Detroit, fought professionally in the 
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light heavyweight division from 1957-1976, and compiled a record of 26-5-0 (KO 22 /KO by 3), and 
worked as a millwright at Ford Motor Company at the Sterling plant for 38 years until he retired in 
2003. While Ducky was proud of his boxing career, he was even prouder of the decades he spent 
coaching boxers at the Cannon Recreation Center. Ducky was quick with his fists in the ring, 
especially a powerful left hook, but he was even quicker with a smile or a joke or a helping hand. 
Ducky was gregarious, loud, loving, and generous. He would beat you at pool but then buy you a 
drink. If you grew up on the east side of Detroit in 1950 or later, you probably have a Ducky Dietz 
story, or wish you did. Ducky could not walk down the street or through Eastland Mall or in most bars 
without someone greeting him and he would always have a smile, a handshake, a good wish for 
them. Ducky will be missed by his family and many friends. Submitted by Bruce Kielty and Bob 
Ryder 

Dana McCarthy - The Bristol, Connecticut middleweight died on May 1, 2020, at the age of 67. He 
was born in Fort Fairfield, Maine on May 28, 1952, and was active from 1974-1980, compiling a 
record of 11-5-2 (KO 9/KO by 3). BoxRec 
 
Renaldo Victoria - The Pittsfield, MA lightweight/welterweight died on April 
29, 2020, at the age of 75. He was born Renaldo "Punkles" Victoria, Jr., on 
June 20, 1944, in Hartford, CT. Renaldo graduated from Bulkeley High 
School and received his Bachelors in Art from UCLA. Renaldo later served in 
the U. S. Army and honorably discharged in July 1966. After returning from 
the Army, Renaldo began his professional Boxing Career out of Pittsfield, MA; 
achieving the New England lightweight and welterweight titles. Renaldo had 
24 bouts from 1966 to 1974 ending with a career record of 18-5-1 (KO 9/KO 
by 4). During his career he defeated such fighters as Tommy Tibbs, Dick 
DiVola, Gabe LaMarca, Jerry Graci, Gene Herrick, and Roosevelt Ware. He 
also fought such fighters as Chango Carmona, Hector Thompson, Andy Price, Miguel Mayan, and 
Javier Muniz. Renaldo was a life-long member of Shiloh Baptist Church in Hartford, CT. Whenever 
Renaldo returned to Hartford, he returned to Shiloh. Through the Army, Boxing, Family, Church, and 
other endeavors in life, Renaldo was fortunate to travel the Globe. Renaldo was able to further 
explore his inner talents and allow the world to see his creative mind through various paintings, 
drawings, and written expression. Renaldo won several awards in the category of Graphic Arts in 
2007-2010. Renaldo also enjoyed R&B, Jazz and Motown Music, as well as African Rhythms; 
learning to play the African Drums. Hartford Courant/BoxRec 
 
Chuck Wissmiller - Chuck Wissmiller, age 79, passed away April 24, 2020, in San Diego, CA from 
heart failure.  He had been in a nursing home for approximately two years, dealing with varied 
ailments.  Originally from Detroit, Wissmiller was the 1960 175-lb Detroit Golden Gloves Novice 
Champion.  He also competed in the 1960 Eastern Regional Olympic Trials at 160 lbs, which included 
competitor Cassius Clay.  Turning professional in 1962, he had 7 pro bouts, the most notable being vs 
Detroit's Ducky Dietz who was 23-5.  Wissmiller was 0-1 at the time!  After retiring from the ring, he 
trained Grand Rapids-area boxers for 30 years, becoming a mentor and father-figure to many inner-
city youth.  He also promoted professional boxing and served as a local cable television amateur 
boxing commentator.  He relocated to California in 2000 and gained a national following when he 
starred on the A&E Network's reality show "Family Plots," based on the funeral home where he and 
his three daughters worked.  The series ran for two full seasons, 2004 & 2005. By Bruce Kielty 
 
Ali Salaam - The father and trainer of former WBC junior middleweight champion Tony Harrison died 
on April 19, 2020, from the coronavirus. He was 59. Salaam, was a professional welterweight from 
1984 to 1989 and compiled a record of 11-7-0 (KO 5/KO by 3). The native of Detroit was the son of 
former middleweight and light heavyweight contender Henry Hank who boxed from 1953 to 1972. 
Outside of training his son, Salaam also ran a boxing gym that served underprivileged youth in the 
area, by the name of SuperBad Boxing Gym. BoxRec and multiple sources 
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Eddie Cotton - Fightnews.com® is sad to report the passing of one of boxing’s most esteemed 
referees: Eddie Cotton of New Jersey. Cotton died on the morning of April 17th of COVID-19 after 
having been hospitalized for over a week. Cotton was highly regarded in the boxing community having 
refereed hundreds of high profile fights since the early 1990s. He is remembered as the third man in 
the ring for the infamous Riddick Bowe-Andrew Golata rematch in December of 1996, the final fight of 
George Foreman in November of 1997 (when Foreman lost a controversial decision to Shannon 
Briggs), the Lennox Lewis vs. Mike Tyson fight in June of 2002, as well as world title fights involving 
Wladimir Klitschko, Gennady Golovkin, and Bernard Hopkins among others. “Boxing has lost another 
good man to #COVID_19.” Lou Dibella tweeted about the passing of Eddie Cotton. “One of the most 
well known and respected referees in the world, Eddie Cotton was also one of the nicest people in our 
sport.” It was a sentiment shared amongst many in the sport of boxing. “He was a great guy,” WBO 
President Francisco “Paco” Valcarcel said of Cotton, a regular attendee of the WBO Annual 
Convention and a frequent golf partner of Valcarcel during the annual convention. “He was a good 
referee and a great guy. He was my golf partner for a long time. We had a special relationship and a 
great friendship.” Cotton was also a highly regarded community leader in Paterson, New Jersey. 
Cotton had served as the first black president of the Paterson City Council and also was the first black 
public works director in Paterson. “Paterson has lost a legend,” Mayor Andre Sayegh was quoted as 
saying to the Paterson Times. “Ed Cotton was an accomplished boxing referee, a respected 
community leader, and a cherished friend.” By David Finger, Fightnews 

Nate Brooks - The 1952 Olympic Flyweight Gold Medalist and former 
world bantamweight contender died on April 14, 2020, at the age of 86. He 
was born Nathan Eugene Brooks in Cleveland, Ohio on August 4, 1933, 
and was active from 1953-1958, compiling a record of 10-9-0 (KO 3/KO by 
4). Between April 1954 and March 1955, he was ranked as high as the # 3 
world bantamweight contender by The Ring magazine. As an amateur in 
1950, Nate won the Chicago Golden Gloves Tournament of Champions at 
flyweight by kayo in the third vs. Jimmy Quinn of Los Angeles, CA, and the 
Intercity Golden Gloves' championship at flyweight vs. Sharkey Lewis. In 
1951 he won the Chicago Golden Gloves Tournament of Champions at 
bantamweight by decision vs. Davey Moore, the Intercity Golden Gloves' 
championship at bantamweight vs. Lulu Perez and as a member of the Chicago Golden Gloves Team 
representing the United States vs. Europe was awarded the verdict vs. Jacques Dumesnil of France 
at bantamweight. Brooks was the 1952 Olympic Flyweight Champion, defeating Edgar Basel of West 
Germany in the final on a 3-0 decision. Around 1956, during a time when his professional career, had 
soured, he was attending law school at The Ohio State University. During his professional career, he 
defeated such fighters as Billy Peacock (split 2 fights), Pappy Gault, Eddie Crawford (split 2 fights), 
Don Webber, and Dick Cassidy. He also fought such fighters as Raul (Raton) Macias, Ciro Morasen, 
Hilaire Pratesi, and Mickey Mars. BoxRec 

Gerry Tessier - The 1950s Springfield, Massachusetts light-heavyweight died on April 12, 2020, at 
the age of 84. He was born Gerard R. Tessier on February 15, 1936, in Springfield, Massachusetts, 
and fought professionally from 1953-1959, compiling a record of 25-10-4 (KO 9/KO by 2).  He was the 
younger brother of 1950s light-heavyweight Andre Tessier. During his career, he defeated such 
fighters as Ted Doncaster (split 2 fights), Stanford Bulla, and Gary Garafola. He also fought such 
fighters as Jerry Luedee, Johnny O'Brien, and Bob Young.  BoxRec  

Rudolph Vaughan - The Oxford, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom heavyweight died on April 12, 2020, at 
the age of 80. He was born Rudolph Ebenezer Vaughan in Saint Kitts And Nevis on October 13, 
1939, and was active from  1963-1970, compiling a record of 12-12-0 (KO 10/KO by 10).  During his 
career, he defeated such fighters as Hans Jorgen Jacobsen (split 2 fights), Gerry Hassett, Dave Ould, 
and Ray Shiel. He also fought such fighters as Joe Bugner, Jack Bodell, Roger Tighe, Peter 
Boddington, and Terry Daly. BoxRec  
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Alexis “Payasito” Navidad - We’re sad to report the passing of 22-year-old prospect Alexis 
“Payasito” Navidad on Sunday, April 5th in San Salvador, El Salvador. Navidad was tragically gunned 
down in the Santa Anita Barrio of the Salvadoran capital. Navidad, who was walking near the 
intersection of Venezuela Boulevard and 13 South Avenue when two men on motorcycles 
approached him and opened fire. Two other men were injured. The National Civil Police searched the 
area before arresting and charging two men, Brandon Lemus and Oswaldo Ortiz, with Navidad’s 
murder. The National Civil Police stated that Navidad’s killers were alleged gang members, however, 
there is no evidence that “Payasito” had any ties to organized crime. The President of the National 
Sports Institute, Yamil Bukele, and the Salvadoran Professional Boxing Association (ASABOX) both 
made public statements to clarify that Navidad was not involved in any gang activity. “We want to 
clarify that Alexis, as confirmed by the Salvadoran Boxing Federation, had no ties to gangs or any 
criminal structure,” Bukele said in a Facebook post. “He was…an athlete dedicated to his passion: 
boxing.” Navidad turned pro as a teenager, winning a unanimous decision over Antonio Galeano in 
November of 2017. Although his career did suffer from inactivity, he was nonetheless regarded as one 
of the brightest prospects in Central America. He leaves behind a four-month-old son and a young 
fiancé. David Finger, Fightnews 

Pat Kelly - The Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada welterweight died on April 5, 2020, at the age of 85. 
He was born in Delhi, Ontario, Canada, and competed from 1945-1947, compiling a record of 8-15-2 
(KO 2/KO by 8). BoxRec 

Nelson de Oliveira - The Sao Paulo, Brazil lightweight died on April 5, 2020, at the age of 90. He was 
born in Itatiba, Sao Paulo, Brazil on October 1, 1929, and was active 1953-1960, compiling a record 
of 19-21-10 (KO 2/KO by 3). BoxRec 
 
Hedgemon Lewis - Former world title challenger Hedgemon Lewis passed 
away on March 31, 2020, at the age of 74. Lewis was a 2-time amateur 
national champion and a world-ranked professional boxer. He later became 
an accomplished trainer. His sister Georgia posted his passing on Facebook. 
Hedgemon was born in Greensboro, Alabama, and last year was inducted 
into the Alabama Boxing Hall of Fame in the Amateur Boxer category. He was 
unable to attend due to health problems, which he had for several years. He 
compiled a pro record of 53-7-2 (KO 26/KO by 4) and fought for the world 
welterweight title three times, losing twice to WBA/WBC champion Jose 
Napoles, and WBC champion John Stracey in his final fight. Lewis was initially 
taken under the wing of Detroit-based coach Luther Burgess, who presided 
over his formative boxing years and was later trained by Eddie Futch. Due to Lewis’s exciting style, he 
soon attracted the attention of Hollywood. His management company consisted of actors and 
entertainment stars such as Ryan O’Neal, Bill Cosby, and Robert Goulet. Racing through the early 
part of his career, Lewis was victorious in his first 22 fights. Fighting out of Detroit initially, before 
basing himself in Los Angeles. Establishing himself as one of boxing’s top prospects, Lewis was 
poised to take on his biggest fight to date, against Ernie ‘Indian Red’ Lopez. In the first 4 rounds, 
Lewis outclassed his opponent, before Lopez came from behind to win. Lewis bounced back to win 
his next 5 fights, including defeating highly rated contender Oscar "Shotgun" Albarado over ten 
rounds. This set the stage for a rematch against former foe Ernie Lopez. In a closely fought and 
exciting contest, Lewis picked up the decision, flooring his opponent in round 4. Embarking on a 
succession of impressive wins, Lewis improved his record to 40-3. In December 1971, Lewis took on 
Cuban fighter Jose Napoles for the WBC and WBA World Welterweight titles. The bout was tightly 
contested, with Lewis pushing the world champion for the full 15 rounds. The decision went to 
Napoles, but all 3 judges scorecards registered a very close fight. Still, at a relatively young age of 25, 
Lewis returned to winning ways, racking up 11 straight wins. This included a doubleheader against 
former world champion Billy Backus. Lewis traveled to Syracuse, New York, the home town of 
Backus, for the first bout in June 1972. In what turned out to be one of the fights of the year, Lewis 
dropped his rival in round 4 on his way to a decision victory. In the rematch, later on, that year, Lewis 
would once again claim victory. In defeating Backus, Lewis picked up the New York version of the 
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World Welterweight title. He also gained the admiration of the New York boxing scene. Continuing 
with varying degrees of success, Lewis would fight twice more for the world title, including a rematch 
against Jose Napoles, without success. Hedgemon Lewis retired in 1976 at the age of 30. Lewis was 
inducted into the California Boxing Hall of Fame in 2006. Not yet finished with the sport, Lewis 
became a noted coach and cornerman in the world of boxing. He worked the corners with legendary 
figures such as Eddie Futch, Thell Torrence, and Freddy Roach. He would play a key role as part of 
Futch’s camp in the epic ‘Thriller in Manila’ fight. Lewis trained fighters until his death. Outside of 
boxing, he also achieved success in the Los Angeles real estate market. (Multiple media sources) 
 
Angelo Rottoli - The former European Cruiserweight Champion, Italian 
Heavyweight Champion, and WBC Cruiserweight title challenger died of the 
COVID-19 virus on March 28, 2020, at the age of 61. He was born in 
Presezzo, Lombardia, Italy on December 14, 1958, and competed from 1981-
1990, compiling a record of 29-3-2 (KO 15/KO by 1). He won the Italian 
Heavyweight title in 1983 and the European Cruiserweight title in 1989. On 
February 21, 1987, he made an unsuccessful bid for the WBC Cruiserweight 
title, losing by fifth-round technical knockout to champion Carlos DeLeon. 
During his career, he defeated such fighters as Avenamar Peralta, Bash Ali, 
Guido Trane, Daniele Laghi, and Magne Havnaa. Besides DeLeon, he also 
fought such fighters as Anaclet Wamba and Daniel Eduardo Neto. BoxRec 
 
Jesus Quezada - The Victoria de Durango, Durango, Mexico featherweight died March 26, 2020, at 
the age of 29. He was born Manuel de Jesús Quezada Olvera in Mexico in 1991, and competed from 
2010-2014, compiling a record of 5-1-0 (KO 3/KO by1). BoxRec 

Barry Sponagle - The former Canadian lightweight champion died on March 25, 2020, at the age of 
73. He was born in New Glasgow, Nova Scotia, Canada on January 19, 1947, and was active from 
1968-1977, compiling a record of 29-23-1 (KO 11/KO by 5). During his career, he defeated such 
fighters as Johnny Summerhays (1-1-1), Phil Hudson (1-1), Paul Collette, Jackie Burke, Cornell Hall 
(1-2), Jose Resto, Willie Williams, Don Sennett (1-1), and Gaetan Hart (1-1). He also fought such 
fighters as Art Hafey, Antonio Paddu, Johnny Sham, Paddy McGuire, Paul Tope, Jean Lapointe, and 
Davey Vasquez. BoxRec 

Bud Bell - The 1940s-1950s Flint, Michigan middleweight died on March 24, 2010, at the age of 89. 
He was born William Wiley Bell in Gastonia, North Carolina on August 20, 1930, and compiled a 
record of 2-9-0 (KO 2/KO by 2). BoxRec 
 
Cornelius Harris - The 1950s New Orleans, Louisiana light-heavyweight known as "Sonny Boy" died 
on March 20, 2010, at the age of 90. Harris was born on December 14, 1929, and was active from 
1950-1955, compiling a record of 4-6-1 (KO 1/KO by 6). During his career, he fought such fighters as 
Tommy Harrison and Stanley Jones. BoxRec 
 
Jacques Schepens - The 1960-1962 Nord, France flyweight died March 20, 2020, at age 86. He 
retired with a record of 2-2-0 (KO 0/KO by 1). BoxRec 
 
Frank Reiche - The former 1970s German middleweight champion died of cancer in March 2020, at 
the age of 70. He was born in Berlin, Germany on December 12, 1949, and competed from 1969-
1978, compiling a record of 29-11-3 (KO 21/KO by 6). During his career he defeated such fighters as  
Hans Dieter Schwartz, Jose Madrazo, Jean-Claude Warusfel, Clement Tshinza, Randolph Hombach 
(split 2 fights), Carlos Marks, Damiano Lassandro, Jean-Andre Emmerich, Wolfgang Gans, and Georg 
Steinherr. He also fought such fighters as Emile Griffith, Alan Minter, Bunny Starling, Kevin Finnegan, 
Ronnie Harris, and Frank Wissenbach. BoxRec 
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Roger Mayweather - Floyd Mayweather Jr.'s former trainer and uncle, died 
on March 17, 2020, aged 58. He had long struggled with diabetes, according 
to a statement on Floyd Mayweather's website. He began working with Floyd 
in 1996 and, with the assistance of his brothers Floyd Mayweather Sr. and 
Jeff, helped Floyd to go unbeaten in 50 fights, as he earned a reputation as 
one of the best pound-for-pound fighters of all time. "My uncle was one of the 
most important people in my life inside and outside of the ring," said 
Mayweather Jr. in a statement. "Roger was a great champion and one of the 
best trainers in boxing. Unfortunately, his health was failing him for several 
years and now he can finally rest in peace," added Mayweather Jr, who 
stopped working with his uncle in 2012. "Roger meant the world to me, my 
father Floyd Sr., my uncle Jeff, our whole family, everyone in and around the Mayweather Boxing 
Gym and the entire boxing world. It is a terrible loss for all of us." Before becoming a trainer, Roger -- 
who earned the nickname "Black Mamba" -- was a two-division world champion boxer in his own right, 
winning world titles at super featherweight and super lightweight. Following his professional debut in 
1981, Mayweather earned 59 wins out of his 72 fights, including notable fights against multiple-time 
world champions Julio Cesar Chavez and Pernell Whitaker. Over his 20-year career, he held the WBA 
and lineal super-featherweight titles from 1983 to 1984 and the WBC light welterweight title from 1987 
to 1989. "On top of being a phenomenal fighter in his own career, Roger was one of the most 
essential parts of guiding Floyd to the incredible career he had. (CNN) 

DeAndrey Abron  - Fightnews.com® is sad to report the passing of former light heavyweight world 
title challenger DeAndrey Abron, who tragically was killed in a car accident on March 8, 2020. Abron 
was one of most accomplished boxers to come out of the Army since Ray Mercer, winning a national 
Golden Gloves gold medal in 2003. He also won gold in the All Army/Armed Forces Championship 
from 1998-2003. Abron was team captain for the World Championships in 2001 and was an Olympic 
Team alternate in 2000. After turning pro, Abron won his first six fights and on September 1, 2007 he 
captured the NABO light heavyweight title when he upset undefeated contender Shane Benfield by 
way of twelve round decision. On April 26, 2008 he took on undefeated Hungarian Zsolt Erdei in a 
fight for the WBO light heavyweight title, dropping a decision to Erdei. Abron would fight some of 
boxing’s most noteworthy contenders over the next three years, including a heavyweight fight against 
then up and coming Deontay Wilder on February 19, 2011. Abron retired later that year with a record 
of 15-10 -0 (KO 10/KO by 5). “DeAndrey Abron was the SOLE reason I enlisted in the US Army to join 
the World Class Athlete Program to compete as a boxer,” former professional boxer Torrence Daniels 
said of the loss of his friend on a Facebook post. “He was like a brother to me and is gonna be missed 
tremendously!” By David Finger 
 
Art Oubre - The Bunkie, Louisiana lightweight died February 19, 2020, at the age of 88. He was born 
on October 19, 1931, and was active 1950-1956, compiling a record of 8-11-1 (KO 3/KO by 2). During 
his career, he fought such fighters as Arthur Persley, Bobby Scanlon, and Nolan Duplessis. BoxRec 
 
Don Ward - The 1950-1959 Chicago, Illinois lightweight died on February 4, 2010, at the age of 87. 
He was born Donald Kenneth Ward in Gary, Indiana on April 22, 1932, and compiled a record of 14-
10-1 (KO 0/KO by 1). During his career, he defeated such fighters as Tommy Salem, Chuck Adkins, 
Bobby Rodgers (split 2 fights), Sammy Rodgers, Benny Artist, Al Johnson, and Jerry Mortell. He also 
fought such fighters as world champion Eddie Perkins, Solomon Boysaw, Gene Gresham, Joe 
Reynolds, Brian Kelly, and Russell Tague.  BoxRec 
 
Joe Diss - The 1950s Honfleur, Calvados, France welterweight died on January 10, 2010, at the age 
of 85. Diss was born on July 8, 1934, and was active from 1957-1958, compiling a record of 7-0-0 (KO 
2). BoxRec 

 
MAY THEY REST IN PEACE! 
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